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UCF blanks Nicholls State in rainy Citrus Bowl - See Sports
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Hang time at UCF
Extreme sports on the rise_among students
SPECIAL PHOTO

TODD McFLIKER

Above, Lisa Repa
battles the rapids
while whitewater
rafting down the
Colorado River in
Moade, Utah.
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Three ... two ... one ... and Jasmin Richer
is flying. In one second she falls 32 feet; in
two seconds, 45 feet, and after three, she is
falling. over 176 feet per second at 120
mph.
In eight seconds, her body reaches terminal velocity, the maximum speed her
body can fall. When the parachute opens
50 seconds later, the sound of the wind
cries in Richer's ears.
:. · She is soaring, carving sharp turns and
swooping through the atmosphere.
Airborne, she enjoys her view of Kennedy
Space Center and the surrounding coastline.
A few minutes later, after falling over
two and a half miles, Richer's feet touch
the pinpointed location on the ground with
exact precision .
Within the last decade, there has been
a steady rise in American participation in
extreme sports. Skydiving, rock-climbing
and white water rafting are among the
most popular of the sports thrill-seekers
enjoy.
Those searching for adventure in central Florida often turn to skydiving.
One of the nearest airport hangers to
UCF where people can experience a tan-

Left, Jasmin Richter
and friends take the
plunge at the
Skydive Space
Center, Titusville•

PHOTO BY DEAN O'FLAHETRY

dem skydive is the Skydive Space Center
in Titusville. Surfers and divers of the sky
tend to flock to the center each summer to
dance and perform their gymnastics in the
sky.
Richer, a political science major,
moved to Orlando from Germany. She felt
she needed to be somewhere where she
could work jumping out of airplanes year
round and still attend school. Richer also

Judicial Council rules
Senate elections valid

•

The Judicial Council decided Oct 12 that the Election
Commission violated three out of the five election statutes
brought forth by Sen. Alan Applebaum, but the violations
did not affect the overall outcome of the elections.
The three violations were:
Statute (602.2 D) - Election Commission should obtain
and compile a report of all requirements and regulations
concerning posting campaigning on UCF and distribute
the report at the time of petition pick up.

•

Statute (602.2 J) - Election Commission should secure
all voting materials with a representative of the auxiliary
organization involved in the elections at least 15 minutes
before the polls open and after the polls close; including
ballot box seal from the County Elections Office.
Statute (602.2 Q) - Election Commission should check
the qualifications of all candidates, and post the names of
those qualified to hold office on the election bulletin board
within a school day after the end of Declaration of
Candidacy. There should be two additional school days in
which the candidates/tickets who are not qualified may
clear up questions of qualifications.

works there two days a week as a skydiving instructor.
Skydiving can add up to be a costly
hobby. The price for one jump may cost
over $100.
According to Valery Rozov, the 1998
X-Games sky-surfing champion, there is
not much training involved in jumping.
"You can just jump for the fun of it,"
she said.

often
Skydi\.ers
feel the sport helps them live their lives
with more fulfillment.
"People jump in order to see what it's
all about, to live on the edge, to feel more
alive," Clif Burch, ESPN pro sky-surfing
world champion and two-time ESPN XGames gold medalist with over 7,000

_,,_

ADVENTURERS, Page 8

Trial Team ranked 14th in nation
SHELLEY WILSON.
STAFF WRITER

The UCF Trial Team has comprised an impressive resume during
its first year.
Ranked 14th in the United
States, members are about to comin
the
Mid-Tennessee
pete
Invitational in November. They will
also host the Southeastern Regional
Conference for the first time in the
spring.
According to President Tony
Sos, that's just the beginning.
"Last year, there was an
extreme amount of effort prior to
our national tournament," Sos said.
"This year, there is even a stronger
effort from the get-go, and I look
forward to a milestone of accomplishments."
· Sos said he believes the team's

When you get to be
an

attorne~

you

realize if s time to give
1

som.e thing back.
-

Diane Sudia

assistant professor in Legal Studies
talent and energy to learn along with
the coaches' dedication and knowledge are the keys to its success.
"The coaches have vast experience in the areas of law which
involve extensive litigation, and it is
that experience as well as their
unparalleled intelligence which

makes them the ideal advisors for
this organization," Captain Fermin
Lopez said.
Dr. Diane Sudia, assistant professor in Legal Studies, started the
Trial Team last spring. Sudia, who
graduated from Akron Law School,
said the inspiration came from her
own experiences on a trial team.
"You don't get that much
hands-on [experience] in a classroom," she said. "Being a member
on Trial Team helped me out
becoming a litigator and a defense
attorney. When you get to be an
attorney. you realize it's time to give
something back. So we decided to
share what we've had to learn the
. hard way in order to help students
out."
Sudia, along with assistant pro-

Inside...
+

Nowhere to park?
Trams may be the answer- Opinions

- Shelley Wilson

See page 5 for run-off results

• Homecoming KNIGHTteen99
Upcoming events tor the ·celebrauon of the Cenwrv' - page 3

TEAM, Page 7
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Classifieds ....................... 20
Sports ......................... 22-32
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Homecoming KNIGHTteen99

•

'The Celebration of the century'
Oct. 26-.. 30

•

Step show planned for Homecoming

EVents

•

SHELLEY WILSON

• Oct. 26 -"Have A Nice Day Cafe at 7
p.m., free for all UCF students.
11

•

•

•Oct. 27- Homecoming Carnival at 2 p.m.
at the UCF Arena.
• Oct. 28 - Skit Knight at the Arena.
• Oct. 29 - Here's your chance to get in the
Reflection Pond during the pep rally.

•
•

• Oct. 30 - Homecoming parade downtown, starting at 11 a.m.
• Tailgating at Tinker Field starting at 1 p.m.
•Game against Eastern Michigan at 4 p.m.

•

STAFF WRITER

The
first
event
of
Homecoming week will be the
National Panhellenic Council's
Greek Extravaganza.
Five different groups (Alpha
Phi Alpha, Phi Beta Sigma, Zeta
Phi Beta, Sigma Gamma Rho and
the African American Student
Union) will take the stage in a
step show.
"People are very surprised to
see how well-coordinated the
performers are,'' Brian Jackson,
president of National Panhellenic.
Council (NPHC), said. "For a lot

• Crown the Homecoming King and Queen
during halftime.

of people, this is the first time
they see Greek performers on
stage and they're pleasantly surprised."

• After the game, a concert.

According to Jackson, stepping is a modem form of African

c-

•

dances that is an arrhythmic way
of using your hands and feet. The
dancers' moves are synchronized
with the music.
The main rivalry is between
Alpha Phi Alpha and Phi Beta
Sigma. Alpha Phi Alpha, winners
in '92 & '93, will compete
against Phi Beta Sigma, winners
since '94.

dancers practice three to four
times a week, up to three hours a
night. White said the groups
work hard to take home the prize
and the bragging rights.
"Nobody comes to this show
expecting to lose," he said .
"Everyone comes to win.
They've all worked hard and that
will become evident that night.''

Even though the competition
could be tough, members said it's
all about working together.
"The competition comes
from the judges, but we all are
goo~ friends," Marshall White,
president of Alpha Phi Alpha,
said. "We still see each other
every day and all we want is just
to go out there and put on a great
show for people to watch."
The planning for the event
started in April, but was not completed until last Friday. The

Love and Monica May from
102 Jamz will host the event,
scheduled to take place at the
UCF Arena at 6 p.m:, Oct. 24.
People who attend and bring
a canned good to the event will
receive a discount on their tickets. With a canned good, the· ticket will be $5; without, admission
will be $7. The event is open to
all UCF students and the community.
Contact Brian Jackson at
210-8225 for more information .

The court

•

•

•

START YOUR _,
Voting for the Homecoming King and Queen will be held
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Oct. 25-28 in the Student Union.

~E~

®

with.us.

Queen candidates:
Katie Cox - Alpha Delta Pi sorority

8
EXPRESSWAY

Michelle Haynes ·- Phi Sigma Pi fraternity
Jessa Jones - Delta Delta Delta sorority
Alana Marron - Zeta Tau Alpha sorority
Jennifer Pultz - International Student Association

AUTHORITY

King candidates:
Andrew Cupicha - Student Government Ass~ciatioQ

•

Michael Deliz - Lambda Theta Phi fraternity
Fred Piccolo - Pi Kappa Phi fraternity

•

Chris Scheeren - Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
. Nathan Tungseth - Sigma Chi fraternity

•

Mummy by night

•

The movie "The Mummy" will be the Homecoming movie
this year. It will be shown at 8 p.m. at the Reflection Pond, Oct.

It's game day, and you've been waiting all week. Cooler
packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to -the end zone. 5o when the big
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS .

is

•

•

For more information on E-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.

•

..

ww w,. express'!" a ya u tho r i ty. com

.

25.
Imagine a group of adventures traveling to a city in the middle of the desert looking for gold and glory. However, a curse.ct
mummy was buried under that city many years before, and, if he
is awakened, he could destroy the world.
CAB Cinema Director Phil McDaniel said the Homecoming
Committee had several choices for the movie, including the
"Blair Witch Project" and "Austin Powers 2." They picked "The
Mummy" because they wanted it to flow with the Halloween
theme.
"They liked the movie and thought it was a good one to show
in front of the Reflection Pond," McDaniel said. "We thought it
should be more action-packed than the other movies suggested."
- all information compiled by Shelley Wilson
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News briefs
Diversity Week
The Office of Diversity
Initiatives is hosting the
Seventh Annual Diversity
Week, "Remembering Our
Past, Creating Our Future"
Oct. 18 - 24.
· The following is a schedule of activities:
• Oct. 20, 6 p.m. at Student
Union, Key West Rm. 218
Kappa Delta Diversity Dinner
(invitation only), featuring
Frances Driscoll, author of
"The Rape Poems"
• Oct. 21, 7 p.m. at the
Reflection Pond "Take Back
the Night" rally and march
against violence featuring
Kellie Greene and UCF
Professor Karren Baird-Olsen
• 7:30 p.m. at the UCF
Theatre Play "Side by Side by
Sondheim", featuring the best
of Stephen Sondheim
• Oct. 22, 4:30 - 6 p.m. at
UCF's Downtown Academic
Center President's Minority
Advisory Council Diversity
Reception (invitation only) 7
p.rn. _ at Stl,ldent .Union, Key
West Rm. - 218, ·the keynote
speaker will be Dr. Arninah
Beverly McCloud, author of
"African-American Islam"
• Oct. 23, ·7 p.m. at UCF
Arena Puerto Rican Sinf6nica
• Oct. 24, 7 p.rn. at UCF
Arena Greek ExtravaganzaNational Pan-Hellenic Council
Step Show
•"Creative Art Emerging,"
an exhibit by the UCF Creative
School for Children will be on
display throughout the week in
the Administration Building,
second floor.
For information, visit the
Office of J)iversity Initiatives'
web
site
at
http ://pegasus.cc. ucf. edu/-dive
rse/ or call 823-6740.

Art exhibit
"Cloth, Paper and Rubber
Collapsions," by sculptor
Johann Eyfells will be on display at the UCF Art Gallery
through Nov. 12. Gallery hours
are 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Judaic studies
lectures
UCF's Judaic Studies
Program will host two guest
lecturers.
Charles Liebman, Bar-Han
University professor of politics
and religion, will discuss religious pluralism at 1 p.m., Oct.
19 in the Communication
Building, Rm. 115.
Moshe ldel, professor of
Kabbalah
at
Hebrew

University in Israel, will speak
on "Hasidism: Ecstasy and
Magic" at 10 a.m., Oct. 21 in
the Humanities and Fine Arts
Building, Rm. 207E. Idel will
also
present
"Kabbalah:
Messianism and Mysticism in
Judaism" at 7:30 p.m. that
evening in the Visual Arts
Building auditorium.
All events are free and
open to the public. Contact the
Judaic Studies Office at 8235129 for more information.

College of Health
and Public Affairs
reception
The College of Health and
Public Affairs will host .a
reception for. alumni and community representatives from
5:30-7:30 p.m. , Oct. 25. Dean
Belinda McCarthy and university officials will be present, as
will local artist Walter .Kravitz
whose work will hang in the
atrium area of the building.
For more information,
contact Aimee McGrath at the
UCF Alumni Association at
UCF-ALUM.

Business Education
Fair
The College of Business
Administration will host the
UCF Business Education Fair
from 11 a.m.-2 p.m., Oct. 27 in
the Business Administration
Building Atrium. Faculty
members and administration
will be present.

Library exhibit
The following exhibits
will be on display during
November in the UCF Library:
1. "Pow
Wow:
A
Gathering of Nations," by
Dana H. Brumley.
2. "Discover Islam," by
Heba A. Ali of the Muslim
Student Association.
3. "The Military this
Century," by Scott A. Shorr of
· the Office of Veteran's Affairs.
4. ."International Images
of Aging," by Dr. Richard
Tucker of the Department of
Psychology.
5. "Garden
of
Remembrance," by Dr. Leslie
Ellis of the UCF Retirement
Association.
6. "Cypress Dome," by
Cypress Dome Editor David
Cropper.

New SARC hours
The Student Academic
Resource Center will be open
24 hours a day starting 8 a.m.,
Oct. 11 through 5 p.m., Oct.
22. Contact 823-5130 for additional information.

POLARIS
at
https://polaris.ucf.edu Register by
telephone using TouchTone at 407823-2527 or toll free at 877-8232527.
For assistance, call the
Registrar's Office at 407-8233533.
.,

Take Back the Night
The "Take Back the Night"
march and rally, rescheduled
because of Hurricane Floyd, will
be held from 7 p.m. - 9 p.m., Oct.
21 at the Reflecting Pond. For
more information, contact Nancy
Eastman at UCF Police/Victim
Services, 823-2425.

Scholarships

5. undergraduate students
must have completed a minimum
of 90 hours toward a Bachelor of
Arts degree
6. graduate students must
have completed a minimum of 15
hours in the graduate program
7. must complete a twopage, typed or letter-quality computer-printed essay on "The Future
of Communication and the role I
plan to play in the future"
8. graduating seniors must
apply in their final semester
Application is due Oct. 28 to
the Communication Building,
Room 238. For more information.
contact Dr. Santana at 823-2838.
• The Radio and Television
News Directors Foundation is
offering seven scholarships to students. Requirements are:

• The Nicholson School of
Communication is offering a $600
·scholarship for the spring .semes1. Officially enrolled in colter. Requirements are:
lege
and have at least one full aca1. Female
demic
year remaining
2. preference given to hand2.
Fully enrolled college
icapped students, must be certified
by UCF's Handicapped Student · sophomore or higher, freshmen are
not eligible
Services
3. Can only apply for one
3. must indicate financial
need by completing the appropri- scholarship
4. Can be enrolled in any
ate paperwork through the
Financial
Aid
Office, major so long as the career intent is
Administration Building, Room television or radio news For more information and
120
application
requirements, visit
4. overall GPA a 3.0 on a 4.0
www.rtndf.org
scale

• Florida Leader magazine is
now accepting applications for
Florida College Student of the
Year.
·
Nearly $50,000 in scholarships and prizes will be awarded.
To find out about the requirements
and get an application, log on to
www.floridaleader.com/soty or
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope, along with $1 postage, to
Florida College Student of the Year
Award, c/o Florida Leader magazine, P.O. Box 14081, Gainesville,
FL. 32604-2081. The deadline is
Feb. 1, 2000.

RTNDA meet and greet
The Radio and Television
News Directors Association will
host a meet and greet from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m., Oct. 20 in the lobby of
the Communication Building.

Correction
In the Oct. 13 edition of the
Central Florida Future, the story
"Election results contested" identified the Election Commission as
the legislative body contesting the
Senate elections. Actually, the
Elections and Appointments
Committee contested the elections.

•
•
•

•

- compiled by staff

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
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Registration

•

Early registration for
spring 2000 begins Oct. 25.
Register
on-line
with

•

•

•
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D_aytona UCF
hosts Counselor
Education Day

•

•

MAYA LAZAROVITZ

•
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Fair

Come and learn about the leading choice
in retiremen.t investing amqng people in
education and research.

•

DATE:

Friday, October 1

TIME:

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

LOC.ATION: Studen~ Union, Key West Ballroom
•

•

WHO:

All University of Central Florida
faculty and staff

Daytona UCF, in conjunction with Daytona Beach
Community College,. recently
hosted an in-service day for all
Volusia and Flagler county
schools.
Eighth through 12th grade
counselors participated in the
daylong event known as
Counselor Education Day on
Oct. 15.
"The
purpose
of
Counselor Education Day is to
bring the counselors up to date
on all our programs, including
- any new courses, and a complete update on curriculum,"
· Event Coordinator Joyce
Deloach said.
"We want to show them
our campus and everything that
we have to offer, so ti\at they
can better gµid~ students," she
&aid.
The event started with a
morning session .held at
DBCC, followed by lunch and
a tour of the Daytona UCF
campus.
Some of the topics covered were career and academic
pathways for enrollment.
The 2+2 program, which
consists of two years at DBCC
and two years at UCF, was also
discussed.
Counselor Education Day
was the first time the two

schools have joined together
for this kind of programming.
The Psychology Club and
Psi Chi sponsored the event.
"We are hoping that
Counselor Education Day will
make the counselors more able
to guide students, and to make
it easier for them to make a
college decision," Deloach
said.
•The
UCF
Brevard
Campus at 5 p.m., Oct. 26 will
host a speech by UCF
Professor Jose Martinez, who
will address the topic of
careers in Applied Behavior
Analysis .
"We try to bring practitioners in from the field so that
students know what's available
to.. ,_ them , after graduation,"
director of the DCF/13revard
Campus Life Office, Karen
Bray; sio.d.
The first of these speaker
events was held Aug. 25. Each
week, another speaker is featured, or a joint social is held.
"We try to bring people
together, to get them involved,"
Bray said.
•The Downto.w n Orlando
UCF campus has recently
Noontime
started
its
Knowledge Series, a group of
educational seminars held
between the hours of noon and
1 p.m.
The seminars are free and
open to everyone.

-election.results
College of Arts & Sciences:
Seat #10: *John Deeb/ 181 votes I 56.9 percent
Bob Williams/ 137 votes I 43.1 percent
College of Engineering:

•

Seat #1: *Benjamin Goff I 189 Votes/ 56.9 percent

•

Seat #5: *Robert Richardson J 189 votes /_67.7 percent

Hunter Singh I 143 votes I 43. I percent

Jeff Stahl I 90 votes I 32.3 percent
College of Health & Public Affairs:
Seat #5: *Julie Walls/ 9 votes/ 100 percent (unopposed)
Seat #6: *Javier Cavero / 9 votes/ 100 percent (unopposed)

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.sm

,www.tiaa-cref.org

Seat #7: *Beth Barton/ 10 votes I 100 percent (unoppos'ed)

- Shelley Wilson
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Diversity UCF
Campuses celebrate
students' differences
MAYA LAZAROVITZ
STAFF WRITER

This week UCF is celebrating Diversity Week, a
nation-wide event.
At UCF's main campus,
the week began with a panel on
international students Oct. 18.
The day continued with a
speech by Chairman Mel
Martinez of the Orange County
Commission, followed by a
documentary
and movie.
Another speech by Carl Boyd,
entitled "Nobody Rises to Low
Expectations", ended the day.
The rest of the week will
feature various panels on a
range of topics, such as "Study
Abroad," "Administrators in
Schools,"
Targeted
"Experience of Being an
Exceptional Student" and
"Beginning
Teachers
in
Multicultural Settings."
Other events include a
multicultural fair on the green
9pposite SARC from noon to 1
p.m., Oct. 20, a Diversity
Workshop in Rm. 239 of the
Education Building at 11 a.m.,
Oct. 21, and a Creative
Diversity Pageant from noon to
1 p.m., Oct. 22.
"The purpose of Diversity
Week is to broaden the horizons of the students on the
topic of diversity, and to show
them that UCF is a diverse
campus, with many cultures
that have much to offer," Eddie
Ruiz, director for campus relations and executive assistant to
the president, said. "We wanted
to spread diversity through the
student body. The more events
there are on campus, the more
that students can be involved.
We're hoping for a good
turnout this year."
This year's Diversity
Week celebration will also feature a prize drawing. At the
beginning of the week, each

participant will receive a passport.
Students must go to two
events on each page of the
passport in order to compete in
the drawing. They must also
name at least one of the artifacts displayed in the College
of Education display case.
Prizes include passes to movies
an~ theme parks.
At
Daytona - UCF,
Diversity Week activities were
held Oct. 19.
The day began with a networking function, at which
European, American and Asian
food was served. A timeline
with the history of the Daytona
campus was on display, as well
as storyboards provided by
Legal .Studies, the Student
Council
for
Exceptional
Children and Future Teachers
of America.
In addition, law professor
Frank Ravitch spoke on the
topic of religious diversity and
the legal issues concerning it.
Throughout the day, Daytona
UCF hosted a blood drive.
Donors received a $10 discount
on tickets to Universal Studios'
Halloween Horror Nights.
The Psychology Club and
Daytona
UCF's
Student
Government Association sponsored the Diversity Week
event.
"A lot of our students are
in internships on Wednesdays
and Thursdays, so we decided
to plan events for when there
were students on campus,"
Karen Ehny, coordinator of
SGA Da)'tona, said. "It's
important that students be
made aware of the diversity of
this campus and its cultures.
The differences between our
students is what makes education fun. People from different .
cultures learn in different
ways, and everyone learns
more in the process."
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$1.75 HOMEBREWED PINTS
$1.00 OFF
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"One of the best
restaurants in town."
"Oldenberg is a brewpub
with - surprise really good beers."
-Scott Joseph,
Florida Magazine, Jan., '99"
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Team competes against Ivy League schools
FROM PAGE

1

fessor Dr. Rob Remis, coach the
Team 52 weeks out of the year.
Remis said he and Sudia have set
more guidelines this year for the
group to improve the team's quality.
"Last year we didn't enforce
anything," Remis said. "This
year, if you're unprepared, you're
off the team. If you miss practice,
you 're off the team."
Competing against 200 other
schools during the American
Mock Trail Association (AMTA)
Nationals last spring, the Trial
Team tied w'ith UCLA and
Alabama for 14th place. They
scored higher than Ivy League
contenders Yale, Notre Dame,
Boston College and Princeton.
Lopez is confident the Team
will be a contender for this year's
AMTA National Championship.
"The difference between us
and other organizations is that we
are one of the very few clubs that
compete 'intellectually' against
schools in the Big Ten and the Ivy
League at the national level," he
said. "In our department, the only
difference between UCF and
Harvard .. .is geography."
Competitions for the Trial
Team resemble real-life court
cases. Each year, trial teams
across the country are assigned
the same civil or criminal case by

AMTA. They develop a theory
about the case, prepare witnesses,
opening statements, and closing
arguments.
The hardest part for the
team, according to Sudia and
Remis, is dealing with the evidence. Each of the competing
members has to directly cross
exam a witness.
Opening statements, closing
arguments, contingency examinations for witnesses - it's all part
of the game.
"The trials we have are
extremely entertaining as their
plot is usually loaded with controversy and excitement," Lopez
said. "It is really no different than
some movies and TV shows. We
encourage everyone who is entertained by courtroom drama to
,come to our trials."
Not only are the trials
diverse, so are the members who
come from all majors .
The close bond Team members have formed comes from
spending 30 to 40 hours a week
together. The excitement they
share for their accomplishments
has spread to new members.
"I had class with a couple of
students who were on the Team
who seemed real excited about
beiag ranked 14th in the country,"
freshman Lonnie Vitello, said. "I
found my niche, tried out for the
team and here I am."

8PEClAL TO THE FUTURE

The UCF Trial Team, ranked 14th in the nation, is preparing to compete in the Mid-Tennessee Invitational in November.
Not to say that starting on
the Team is easy. Remis said the
hardest part is teaching members
how to act like a lawyer.
"Every student who starts is
scared," he said. "Building up
their confidence so they can
make and react to cases is hard.
We're more than just a club,
we're almost like a football
team."
Looking ahead 10 years,
Remis and Sudia see themselves

still coaching the Team. Both
want students to look back at
their trial experiences and smile.
"You don't really realize that
college is the best time of your
life, and it's things like being a
member of the Trial Team that
makes it more memorable,"
Sudia said.
Despite all the time and
commitments involved, members
said they wouldn't trade the experience for anything.

"Mid-year, around competition time, you begin to cross
examine everybody you come to
have a conversation with," Sos
said. "If the remote control is
missing, you will look over to
your roommate and say 'Isn't it
true you had the remote last?' It
really consumes a lot of time and
thought, which is great. You don't
realize you 're gaining a valuable
education and having so much
fun at the same time. I love it."
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Adventurers pushing the limits, living life to the fullest
time white water rafting down the
work at the Skydive
----- - - - - Colorado River in Moad, Utah.
Space Center.
Here, the rapids were in the high
jumps, said. "They don't really
"I came here for a
threes, on a scale rating the waves
risk death in order to die, they
weekend, and now
' ' living if
Life isn 'f worth
from one to five, five being the
want to live to the fullest.
I'm stuck here," he
harshest.
"They don't want to look
said. "It's a fantastic you are afraid of
back at life and wish they'd
place to be."
"You have to paddle with your
done this and done ·that, they
"Every UCF student dying.
hands, so a person has to hold on
want to do it while they can,"
should come out and
with his feet," Repa said. "It's very
Burch said. "And to have no
jump," Richter said.
easy to fall out of your raft, espe~ Cecil Davis
regrets when they get older."
"There are a few who
cially with the freezing water rush"We are designed to push
already come out and
Skydiving instructor ing towards you. But nobody fell
the limits," Michael Mattox, an
do it. Everybody
out, and that's half the fun. I was a
aerospace engineer major, said.
should jump; the Glass Mountain along Blue Ridge little bit scared at first, but after a
"We need to experiment with
world would be a bet- Parkway, N.C. He admits to being while, you get used to everything
adventure, or die trying. The
nervous when scaling a rock, but going on around you."
ter place.
greatest thing about jumping
"Skydiving is the his fear pushes him further.
Repa has also experienced
PHOTO BY MICHAEL O'FLAHERTY
out of a plane is looking out
"I don't climb dangerous rock climbing at an indoor gym in
most fun thing you
Michael·and Emily Kaye Perry at the SchQol of
over the land and enjoying the
can do," she said. rocks to impress anybody," he.said. Orlando. She finds it to be a chalHuman Flight, Quincy, Fla.
incredible view, and feeling the
"Instructing it is cool "I do it all just for the rush. I love lenging method of relieving stress
wind rushing into your face. ever done before. But it's not because you get students who real- the challenge put on myself by because she doesn't think about
You feel that high, and that's as crazy and dangerous as peo- ly want to learn. You have to actu- climbing. Next, I'll try skydiving." other things while concentrating
Chris Cimaglia is a. 23-year- on her climb.
when you know that you 're ple perceive it to be. Now, with ally try in order to understand it."
really alive. That's worth the the training we have, and the
Juliana Se, skydiving camera old ·music major who grew up
"It does relieve tension, but
equipment, it is so depend- flyer, agreed with Richter.
. chance of hurting yourself."
spending his summers in the
climbing
does so much rp.ore for
Instructor Josh Dolan said able."
"Skydiving is a lifestyle," she mountains of North Carolina.
you
than
just
that," Repa said. "It's
The dangers of skydiving said. "It's a way of seeing life, and Cimaglia . would spend as much
that a person jumping will usua great high when you get ·to the
ally fall from 110 to 300 mph. can be minimized by proper being able to fly. You can see the time possible white water rafting
top,
you know that you've really
"The less surface area you training and equipment checks.
earth from above, and see all of its down the rapids of the Nantahala
accomplished
something great.
"I'd say that in maybe four beauty."
present to the wind, the faster
River.
Next,
I
would
lov~ to try skydiv"After pours of battling, finalyou'll fall," he said. "It's like a out of 5,000 jumps a person ·
While skydiving is enjoyed in
boat cutting through the might have a problem," Jones central Florida, many other ly conquering those rapids is the ing.".
"I consider myself a risksaid. "l'vt? got 200 jumps and extreme sports are popular with greatest feeling on earth,"
water."
taker, whether it be white water
Some question the safety I've never had any trouble UCF students.
Cimaglia said.
of skydiving, but skydivers say whatsoever. When you : are
Lisa Repa, a 21-year-old biol- rafting, or class four rapids,"
Jeremy Rice is a 19-year-old
trained to skydive, from your UCF student from West Palm ogy major from Sebring, Fla., con- Jessica Abramson, a 20-year-old
these concerns are unfounded.
Regan Ledford is a 20- very first jump, you'll know Beach who appreciates a chal- siders herself somewhat of ap UCF public administration major,
year-old student at UCF who exactly what to do in an emer- lenge. On his vacation time, Rice ad.venturer. "I would definitely like said. "Skydiving is my next
endeavor. Life should never be
has wanted to go parachuting .gency situation."
goes rock-climbing hundreds of to try all risky things," Repa said.
Approximately 75-80 per- feet over the ground at Looking
her whole life. However, years
Repa has spent a great deal of dull."
of
the
fatalities
in
the
sport
cent
ago her fatl).er witnessed a skydiving accident first-hand occur with functional chutes.
"Due to the state-of-thewhile watching a father and
• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB •
son skydiving team perform at art equipment, the computers
an air force base in northern that are built inside of the parachutes now, you don't hear of
. Florida.
"The father and son the person hitting the ground
jumped together," Ledford unconscious, or not opening up
Join us this Friday from 7-10 pm for Live Music by the World Famous
said. . "The father's chute a parachute," Dolan said.
Bart! Come sing along on Locos patio and enjoy Friday specials!
"A.ny skydiving accidents
opened, and the . sons didn't.
••
And the son couldn't cut away are the result of inexperienced
Every Friday - Smoked, shredded BBQ pork on a fresh kaiser roll
his original chute fast enough instructors," he said. "You get
for his reserve chute. He strug- people with loo big of an ego
with cr~e-tut fries and a large drink ..• $4.99
gled the whole way down:, problem trying to fly their high
(Locos uses cholesterol free frying oils)
swinging his arms, until he hit perf01;mance parachutes. That
the ground. He bounced off ·of is always a rec:ipe for death."
Most ·skydivers prefer the
the ·concrete like a basketball." ·
"If there were m·any fatali- rush that happens after, rather
ties, this would not be a sport, than during, their free-fall.
this would be a military thing," : Once a person's feet touch the
Cheryl Nicastro, a member Qf ground, the arousal level kicks
in.
the skydiving.Passion 8, said.
"When you first start· to
Cecil Davis, a retired .
member of the Army · Special sk)rdive, it has ·a:n extreme rush
Forces, has served as a mem- to it,'' Dolan said. "As you get
ber of .· the Army Golden.. more experienced, it gets to be
Knights and worked as a rriili- more of a ·sport · that I would
tary free-fall (HALO) instruc- equate with surfing. You learn
. tor. In his 18 years of teaching how to fly your body, and
skydiving, he has amassed · that's an addictive thing."
"To me, it is the best rush
· 2,485 jumps. Davis said skydivers don't see themselves as ever experienced," Davis said.
"Life isn't worth living if you
maniacs with a death wish.
"For the most part, sky- are afraid of dying."
"It. was so awesome, it's
divers are very intelligent people who like the rush of those crazy," Callissi said. "I was
things .that most people would shaking for about 20 minutes
never even consider," Davis after I landed. You don't get
said. "After five knee .opera- nervous until you have to
Phone 282-1900
tions, and soon to be seven, I climb out the door of the plane.
Fax 282-1905
wouidn' t tr.ade orie skydive for . I kept he~ng my mom saying
perfect kilees.".
·
maybe this isn't _such a good
Located in :the UCF
· "We'ffe not ·out here to die ·· idea, and that was my last
Student" Union
from skydiving, we're here to thought before · I jumped out
live our Jives_:' .to the_fullest.~' · the door."
John Smith practiced law <
.Burch said. "For many people,
it's an ·escape. People come for five years in Washington,
here to unwind, and share a D.C. However, he chose to
sport that very few people have give it all up to do maintenance
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Journalism convention gives insight into business
REBECCA GRILLIOT

•

•

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The officers of UCF's chapter of the
Society Professional Journalists met journalists from around the nation and learned
about cm_Tent issues affecting journalism at
the organization's national convention in
Indianapolis.
SPJ President Christine Selvaggi, CoVice Presidents. Leslie Johnson and Sarah
Sekula, Secretary Jeff Case and Treasurer
Pablo Silva attended the conference with
approximately 600 other professional and
college students from Oct. 3-6.
"Going to something like this is a
great opportunity," Case said. "It was ari
excellent experience and I loved the city."
The students attended seminars,
award receptions and made contacts with
journalists from around the nation.
Representatives from newspapers and
other publications attended to interview
students and give them information on
internships.
·
Selvaggi said meeting people was one

of the most helpful parts of the conference.
• "Really the most important thing was
networking, learning what prospective
employers are looking for, what they want
and what they expect," she said.
Selvaggi is hoping to get her first
internship from someone she met at the
conference.
Case, who attended last year's Los
Angeles,. conference, said he felt there
weren't as many opportunities at this
year's conference.
·
. "I was disappointed that there were
not as many newspapers there to show our
work to and have interviews with," Case
said.
Because SPJ is a professional, rather
than college organization, some of the students felt that there was not enough focus
on college journalism.
••it wasn't -college oriented," Silva
said. "It seemed more for professionals."
Many seminars appealed to both college and professional journalists.
"I think overall the entire conference
was geared toward professionals, although

there were some sessions geared for college students," Selvaggi said.
Selvaggi said she benefited ·from
"Interviewing Techniques," a seminar by
Don Ray that gave techniques on getting
good quotes in interviews.
She
also
enjoyed
"Courting
Disasters," featuring Tom Mauser, father
of the Columbine High School victim
Daniel Mauser and Diane Leonard, whose
husband died in the Oklahoma·city bombings.
"It showed me to cover disasters, but
to be sensitive to the victims," Selvaggi
said.
Silv~ and Case said they learned from
the seminars on online journalism.
"There was a lot of Internet stuff,"
Silva said. "It is another type of media that
is becoming more and more ~ccepted."
Case, who does a great deal of writing
for web sites, found it frustrating that some
professionals still do not view work published on the web in the same way they
accept work published in newspapers.
"It aggravated me when they said that

work on the web was not as good as something in print," he said. "But it also motivated me to show that I can go the way 1've
gone and still get a job."
SPJ is open to anyone interested in
journalism.
The club, which meets twice a month,
hosts guest speakers and other events that
may be of interest to those planning a
career in journalism.
"All students interested in journalism
should get involved in SPJ and go to the
meetings," Case said. "The nature is so
individualized, it's good to know people
who have been there or are going through
some of the same things."
"I think it should be a requirement for
all journalism majors," Silva said. "It is
their only link with the real world and
gives them the opportunity to talk with
professionals."
SPJ is currently planning a trip to the
"Orlando Sentinel," and members hope to
visit local television stations. Anyone
interested in joining SPJ should e-mail
Selvaggi at milkwest@aol.com
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Trams could solve the parking problem
GINA LYNNE CARSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

What is the one thing 99 percent of
UCF students have in common?
After reading this sentence, I bet most
of you instantaneously thought "parking
on campus."
Well , the hellish parking dilemma
affecting virtually all of us may not have to
be so bad.
Though you may or may not have
seen it zooming along campus, UCF is the
proud owner of at least one tram. (I say
there may be more because most of us
really have no idea where our semesterly
activity fees disappear to.)
My point being we all know how effi-

cient trams are for getting many people
from point A to point B.
It seems every semester another parking lot is closed down for construction
which takes forever to begin and even
longer to end.
These lovely parking garages, which
may be pleasing to Dr. Hitt's eye, are anything but efficient.
Would you believe that both parking
garages, and the one under construction,
hold less parking spaces than the lots they
were built on?
But there is little we can do about it
now.
What UCF could do for all of us is get
the tram (and any others they have in hiding) running back and forth all day long

from the Arena parking lots straight
through to the center of campus.
Why buy something and never use it?
None of us deserve to drive around
endlessly looking for a parking space,
especially when there is a simple solution.
If you doubt my idea, think of this-the
SEPS patrol campus offering rides to those
walking long distances in the dark, as protection from possible predators.
Well, how about some protection from
walking in the scalding Florida sun and
crazy drivers who rarely yield to pedestrians?
Who amongst us appreciates getting
to class all sweaty from the long walk,
only to freeze in the 65-degree rooms?
Our tuition dollars are being wasted

and no one in UCF administration will
ever let us know. It is up to us to demand
what we want and deserve! I doubt it is too
much to ask to put equipment we already
own to good use.
It is like driving to Disney World, paying $5 to park two miles from the entrance
gate, and then having to pay $45 or more
to get in. At least they give you a lift to the
front gates.
With all the tuition we pay and the
added cost of the parking decal, we
deserve a lift to the center of campus.
Speak out and spread the word if you are
as fed up as I am about the nerve-wracking
parking dilemma that we should not even
have to _deal with. Aren't classes enough
stress?

Take celebrities off their pedestals Campus construction poses
CHRISTINE SELVAGGI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

In the past two weeks, I have
met an unusual amount of
famous people.
Now, when I say famous, I
don't mean popular, but rather
well known to the public and recognizable by name.
By career choice, I have met
many famous people in the past.
But it was only these past weeks
that I was able to confirm ·(with
myself) what had only been a
whim once or twice in my mind:
famous people = normal people.
It's a hard equation for some
to understand, so I will explain it
until you get it.
While attending a convention in Indiana, I met Mark
Fuhrman, the supposed "racist"
detective who framed O.J.
Simpson for the murder of Nicole
Brown-Simps-on. No longer a
detective, Fuhrman now writes
books on unsolved murders
around the country.
I consider Mark Fuhrman to
be a pretty famous guy. He's been
on TV and in newspapers. He
was in the second trial of the century for God's sake. But after he
finished his rant about how the

-----·

media did a poor job of covering
the Simpson trial (realize now,
he's talking to a room full of
journalists), the backlash began
and the oh-so-famous Fuhrman
started to sweat. Just like any of
us common people would.
Fuhrman was just a man
defending his words and actions,
giving his side of the story. (Brad
Roberts, look that guy up.)
The following day, I met Ike
Pappas. You know the infamous
picture of Lee Harvey Oswald
being shot by Jack Ruby? Well,
Pappas is the fella right next to
Oswald.
Pappas, now an older gentle~an who looks like he came right
out of "The Godfather," is part of
a piece of history that will be
with th.is nation forever. _But,
there's nothing glamorous or
glitzy about the guy. He's just a
man, an average Joe, who happened to be in a certain place at a
certain time when . a camera
clicked.
If Fuhrman and Pappas
aren't good enough examples for
you, let's take the boy-band LFO.
(They sing the "Abercrombie and
Fitch Girl" song.) I met them at
work last week, and granted,
someone had to tell me who they

were and why they were famous,
there were still dozens of prepubescent girls hunting after
them. 98 Degrees was also in the
vicinity, and had much the same
company.
Although LFO was jazzed
up in black wife-beaters and
frosted tips, they sat down,
ordered and ate, just like everyone else in the restaurant that day.
- These stars that we label
famous, because they are on a TV
show, or in a movie, or write a
great song (not so great in LFO's
case), are just people.
They put their pants on one
leg at a time. They smell if they
don't shower. They're groggy if
they don't sleep. They are not
some sort of super-human, ultraamazing species that is impossible to relate to.
Although some of the
famous would act as they were
holier than thou, far too many of
us simple pedestrians treat them
as such.
So, if you see a famous person coming your way, take them
down from the shiny, gold soapbox that we've propped them
onto and remember the formula.
It's easier than anything I learned
in math-class.

risks to UCF community
ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

Here at UCF, life has
become dangerous.
Increased
construction
around the campus has created
some potentially hazar<1:ous situations.
Around the Presidential
Dining Hall and the older
suites, the construction of the
new parking garage has turned
a parking lot into a dirt lot surrounded by a metal fence with
an opaque green plastic cover
on it.
For those exiting the
Presidential Dining Hall Circle
after dropping someone off, ·
they will find themselves
attempting to guess when cars
are coming from their left side.
A large trailer and a green
fence block the view of anyone
waiting at the stop sign from
seeing oncoming traffic farther
than 50 feet around the corner.
With due time, it is likely
that an accident will take place
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at this intersection before con. struction is complete.
The construction is not
only a hazard around the dorms,
but also around the Student
Union and other areas around
campus. With construction
being so close to students, accidents are always a possibility.
Fortunately, UCF has made
great strides to make this
unlikely by fencing off the area
with enough space to contain
accidents.
The heavy construction
across the enti[e UCF campus
can be a general health hazard,
not in the way of accidents, but
airborne materials.
With higher winds, dust
still manages to rise above the
fence guards and can affect students walking to and from
class.
While the construction may
never end, UCF is determined
to keep this campus growing.
Ensuring the safety of its
30,000+ students should be a
top priority.
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Full disclosure preferable to
campaign finance reform
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grassroots groups, third parties
(e.g., the Libertarian or
Taxpayer's Party) and many
political challengers depend
primarily upon volunteer
activists. These volunteers are
rarely equipped, nor do they
have the time to deal with
bureaucratic red tape .
In the same way regulations stifle small business, and
protect big business from competition, so the finance laws
will and do strangle the little
guy while entrenching the
powerful pull peddlers.
The only way to stop
politicians from selling influence is to limit the political
sphere of influence. Remove
the government's ability to use
coercive force against citizens
and the problem will disappear.
Until then, the wisest reform
would be to get rid of existing
red tape and simply require full
disclosure.
Ron Stringfield

Political tone inappropriate in
commencement ceremony speech

•

•

Democrat and republican
politicians make a practice of
selling their influence to the
highest bidder. Whether foreign tyrants, big businesses,
unions or powerful special
interests groups win the bid,
the individual rights of the
American people suffer.
This has naturally, led
many well-meaning people to
call for more extensive checks
on campaign financing. Yet, I
wonder if they have considered
who will be hindered most by
these regulatory burdens.
Any political actlVlst
knows that. fund raising is a
real concern. Yet, it has been
my experience, that for small
grassroots groups, it is not the
biggest hurdle. Determining
what is permitted under regulations is the greatest obstacle.
Large special interest
groups, established parties and
political incumbents are able to
hire full-time experts to comply with the regulations, while

· I am a.recent college gradSo a new form of sexism
uate who attended commence- has apparently developed
ment on Aug. 7, and am writ- where men assume the oppoing to express my disappoint- site position. In this case, this
ment over the speech given by means going overboard by sugUS Representative Corrine gesting that girls have been
Brown, and the comments that completely victimized by not
followed by UCF President being able to do what boys do,
John Hitt. For myself and a implying that there is somenumber of my own colleagues, thing wrong with the way that
we thought that the tone was we've been raising girls, while
there is nothiµg wrong with the
too political for graduation.
Corrine Brown spoke way we've been raising our
about a number of issues sons.
affecting women, but this was
Had President Hitt said,
neither the time nor the place. "We shouldn't discourage girls
Had this been a feminist rally from team sports, and we
or a campaign speech, her shouldn't encourage boys from
remarks would have been more gymnastics, volleyball or ice
appropriate. This was a time to skating," no one could accuse
honor all graduates, not just him of being sexist. But he
implied that the activities that
those of the feminine gender.
One area that Corrine girls have traditionally done
Brown spoke about was the somehow have less value to
recent Women's World Cup society.
Soccer victory. After her
No, girls should not be
speech, UCF President John discouraged from playing team
Hitt added that if we believe sports if they so choose, but
that team sports are good for neither should they be discourour sons, then why not for our aged from ice skating, ballet,
tap, volleyball or gymnastics.
daughters?
I did not find this to be a This is just a new form of socifeminist statement, but a chau- etal control, not a liberal attivinistic statement, for a num- tude. Parents may not want
ber of reasons. First of all, and their daughters to play soccer
to some extent still today, boys for the same essential reasons
were encouraged to participate they may not want their son to
in team sports, while girls were take ballet.
encouraged to participate in
I worked very hard to
activities such as ballet and achieve my degree, and I
gymnastics. To assume that attended
commencement
one is discriminatory while the because I wanted to fee] a
other is not is a form of sexism. · sense of gratific~on for my
We used to call men "chauvin- hard work. Instead, I felt sinists" when they said that gled out as a woman and was
women either "can't" or humiliated in front of my fam"shouldn't play certain sports. ily, friends and colleagues.
Now, any man who would say
Carey Tyner
such a thing knows he is fightUCF Alumni
ing a losing battle.
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Brad Pitt plays the violent Tyler Durden in David Fincher's (Seven, The Game) °Fight Club." Edward Norton plays the narrator Ed Norton.

'FiUhlClub' packs .uood punch···
JOHN. BRlNGARDNER
CONTRIJ3VTING WRITER

"Self improvement is masturbation. Now self destruction ..."
David Pincher's (Se7en, The G_ame) synapse-bursting new
film gives us one alternative lifestyle that, for the s~e of modern
sodety, hopefully won't.spawn any devout" fan clubs.
We all have our vices. Not the little pleasures that make our
lives cheery, but those things we need to make life bearable, those
things that we need to keep our psyches intact.

-'

:.._

:-

Fight Club is Tyler and Norton's brain.child, the wake-up call
to man's forgotten primal nature.
As membership skyrockets, the men find that their perpetual
scrapes and bruises are all but forgotten in the glorious rush of life
released with each furious fist to the face.
Men who have become emasculated by their places in modern
society begin to reassert themselves through the primal rush of the
first fight.

The lowly inhabitants of Trainspotting found their salvation in
the gritty pleasures of heroin, only to face their inevitable downfalls.
. In Fight Cl~b, the vice of choice is that adrenaline high of
bare-knuckle, face-to-face fighting, the realization of man's primal
nature in a weak "generation raised. by women."
Ed Norton is our nameless narrator, an office drone lulled into
complacence as one more corporate organization man working all
day only to come home to his trendy apartment and buy. the ~atalog consumer crap that proves his bourgeois success.
·
·.
His mental anguish is the silent side effect of affluence without emotion. In a world "'.here a life-sucking but well paying job
can provide all of his material comforts, Norton seeks escape from
the bondage of consumerism.
Pincher's opus is fueled by heavy doses of testosterone, most

Like a new incarnation of Viagra, Fight Club's violence offers
men an outlet for a natural aggression rendered impotent by society.
Fincher has created one of the most interesting film experiments to come out of Hollywood in years. Visually, Fight Club is
nothing less than superb.
.
Fincher makes full use of computerized effects to break down
. walls for the camera as it swoops from one underground parking lot
to another blocks away.
Jn one priceless scene, Norton walks through the living catalog that is his apartment while furniture appears and descriptive
. paragraphs pop up in synch with his dryly delivered narration.
The Dust Brothers pull off an effectively lush technorchestral
soundtrack effectively mirroring the emotions of each scene and
providing a tense electronic edge without seeming intrusive.
Fight Club originates. below the streets of an anonymous city,
a place soaked in the dark textured tones of Tim Burton's· Gotham
c·ty

of it coursing through the veins of Tyler Durden (Brad Pitt).
Norton leads a menial existence, fighting off his insufferable
insomnia as a "tourist'' in dismal support groups (from testicular

Durden's mansion is anything but bright, and even the fluorescent glow of the lights in Norton's office only serve to inlensify his
depression. .

I

.

cancer to tuberculosis).
Yet the feeling is never as gloomy as the color scheme.
His hollow iife ·joits into high gear when he encounters Norton's monotonous narration amusingly comments on his absurd
Durden, the ~ost nihilistic, subversive and utterly enticing person lifestyle. Durden's spitfire criticisms of the consumer lifestyle and
he, s ever met.
his disregard for conventional manners are enough to classify this
After- an unfortunate accident with his apartment, ." Norton film as a black comedy with revolutionary implications.
warps into DU.r~eµ's universe,~ sort of parallel existence.in.which
The conclusions that Fight Club reaches are certainly queshe .fiI)ds hims~lf living in his dilapidated mansion and feeding off · tionable; the concerns raised by the feral pack of angst-ridden men
::of liis chest-"~Pi~g:,anti-establishment rhetoric.
·
.
. never really approach a va1i4 solutio~ .., :
-· Helena ·~ham Ca.rter plays the token female in an otherwise
But ·Fincher displays a ·fantastic ability to show the danger
. ~ale dontlria~~· cast.·as Marla, the strung out fellow 'tourist' who inhere~t in:l~tting a monster grow out of control while still offerworships,at tht ilt;:lf·of Tyler Durden.
:
·" · ·
ing a tantalizing alternative to the status quo.
. Fighting was the answer that Norton needed, a solution that
. But if y0:u're looking for the island of estrogen in the midst of
· thi~ vast sea 'o f testosterone, Marla doesn't fit the sensitive mol~ as oply leads him to realize that his new counter-culture has become
neatly as ·Bob-(Meat Loaf).
.
.
as corporate and shallow as the world he tried to escape.
As a result of hormone treatments for the loss of his testicles,
· Fincher knows all too well that his revolutioJ?. will not be teleBob has developed an unflatteringly large pair of what Nortor. dis- vised _ through his incendiary v!s~on, at least we_ can catch this
Molotov cocktail in theaters.
gustedly refers to as ''bitch tits." .

f!t"
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UCF HOMECOMING IS NEXT WEEK!

COME CELEBRATE AND SHOW YOUR
UCF SPIRIT AT ALL THE HOMECOMING
EVENTS:
SUNDAY - GREEK EXTRAV AT·THE-UCF ARENA @ 5 P.M.

•

MONDAY-MOVIE KNIGHTATTHE REFLECTING POND@B P.M.
TUESDAY - KNIGHT OUT AT "HAVE A NICE-DAY CAFE"@ 7 P.M.
WEDNESDAY - HOMECOMING CARNIVAL AT UCF ARENA 4-10 P.M.
THUKSDAY - SKIT KNIGHT AT THE UCF ARENA @ 8 P.M.
.
FRIDAr - SPIRrr SPLASH AT THE REFLECTING POND @ 2:30 P.M.
SATURDAY-HOMECOMING PARADE@ll A.M.
HOMECOMING GAME@ 4 P.M.
LENNY KRAVITZ CONCERT@ 8 P.M.

CONGRATULATIONS TO mE HOMECOMING COURt
Katie Cox - Alpha Delta Pi Sorority .
._Michelle Haynes - Phi Sigma Pi Fraternity
Jessa Jones - Delta Delta Delta Sorority
· Alana Marron - Zeta Tau Alpha SororitY
Jennifer Pultz - International Student Association
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. Andrew Cupicha - Student· Government Association
Michael Beliz - Lambda Theta Phi Fraternity
Fred Piccolo·- Pi Kappa Ph.i Fraternity Chris Scheeren - Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
· Nathan Tungseth - Sigma Chi Fraternity
*Don't forget to vote October 25th - 28th from 10-5 in front of the Student Union
•

•
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------------- ----------Come get 'SAK'ed

ARTISAN ENTERTAINMENT

Dan Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez spoke at U. Florida last week.

'Blair Witch'
filmmakers
draw more than
3,000 to u.
Florida speech
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TREY CSAR
INDEPENDENT FLORIDA ALLIGATOR

Slouched back in black leather sofas on a stage in the
O'Connell Center, Dan Myrick and Eduardo Sanchez, two of the
year's most talked about young filmmakers, casually answered
·questions about the!r nontraditional movie-making style.
The co-directors of the summer smash "The Blair Witch
Project" talked to a group of more than 3,000 people Thursday
night. The talk was sponsored by Accent, Student Government's
speaker's bureau.
The film was shot unconventionally, they said, with the
three primary actors working not from a script, but from minimal "director's notes" given to them every day.
"We did it in a completely real time scenario - the actors
w~re there· 24 hours a day," Sanchez said. "They ate there, they
slept there, they went to the bathroom there. We figured if we
kept the actors on their toes, they would have this dread of 'What
the hell are these guys going to do to us tonight?"' From the
casting call the duo hoped to keep the actors jumping.
"We held the auditions much the same way we shot the film
- improv," Myrick said. "We asked them immediately, 'Why do
you think you should be brought off parole after a 12-year sentence?' They would either fall right into character or they wouldn't."
The pair also said near the end of the eight-day film shoot
they scaled back the amount of food given to the actors to little
more than "a PowerBar and a banana."
"We knew that they were going to be so physically and mentally exhausted by the end they were going to put something on
film we couldn't produce (in Hollywood)," Sanchez said.
The result of that "experiment,'' they said, was lead character Heather Donahue's ultra-realistic, spookily lit, top-half-ofthe-face apology to her parents.
The mystery surrounding the veracity of the "mockumentary" was one of the things that landed the movie a spot at the
Sundance Film Festival - one of the top showcases for independent films.
"If you leave the theater and there's no proof that (it) was
not real, we thought we could scar~ people," Sanchez said.
The hype about the movie ended up propelling the movie to
$143 million in box-office revenue and its directors into the
spotlight. Sanchez called his and Myrick's appearance on the
cover of Time Magazine "absolutely f-ing ridiculous."
The two clearly showed off their relaxed and humorous attitudes throughout their hour and a half presentation. When one
female crowd member asked them how she could be in their next
movie, called "Heart of Love," Sanchez was quick to reply.
"If you're willing to get naked, we'll put you in," he said.
Sanchez and Myrick were taken aback, however, by a question posed by UF freshman Kelly Hauser.
"I just wanted to know why your movie sucked so bad," she
asked, adding later she was originally going to ask how they got
in touch with Artisan Entertainment but later changed her mind.
Myrick's short answer: "$143 million."

•

•
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Haunted Arboretum showcases CAB creativitv
CAB organizes a' Blair Witch Proiect' inspired haunted house and maze and some other creatives ideas in the mix

fl

MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER

•

•

Last Thursday night, CAB members invited students to be scared at the
Haunted Arboretum, a mix of The Blair
Witch Project, a traditional haunted house,
and some original ideas.
The basic premise of the Haunted
Arboretum is to drag you .through the
woods a la-Blair Witch and scare you.
Numerous ads bearing the Blair
Witch stick figures attempt to lure you in
to the "myth" of the Arboretum, of four
FfU students that disappeared 30 years
ago in the Arboretum.

There was an awesome turnout of jumping out at a very high frequency by
students on Thursday night, which ended the time of the second part of the walk.
A girl dressed like a normal stuup being the only night of the event
dent runs by and warns you to tum back,
because of Hurricane Irene.
Some students waited two hours halting your group while one of the-ghouls ·
to go through the line because there were walks up to your. tour leader and asks the
so many people, the tour took about ten guide if he or she knows who the .girl is.
At this point, the concept ·of the
minutes, and groups of only about 15
Arboretum shifts from a· traditional
could go through at a time .
The walk through the Arboretum · Haunted House to a "real" threat, which
trail was led by CABbies who all tried sets the stage for the next part, the scariest
very hard to give us a good scare.
part of the tour.
The first half of the walk is much
You walk through a small shack
like a traditional haunted house, with peo- that is reminiscent of the house from The
ple jumping out from behind things and Blair Witch Project. ·
The Arboretum's coordinators
rustling the bushes.
The monsters and ghouls are lure you in to a false sense of ·security as
.

you walk through and then startle you by
charging at the sides of the shack.
After you walk through the
shack, you come upon the end of the walk,
which is a little confusing.
Basical~y someone is getting
hacked to death by a crazy person under
· blacklights and sti:obes.
Though the Arboretum isn't
exactly Terror on Church -Street or
Halloween Horror Nights, the group from
CAB that put it on did a great job with the
resources they had.
Despite all of the wisecracks by
my group, l was scared more than once,
and anyone who went to the event is sure
to be in the Halloween spirit.

.
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1 Hit the slopes
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··sister Hazel"
with Very Spedal Guests

•

4 Burns film
9 Pace
14 Hamilton bill
15 Whittle
16 Ralph _
Emerson
17 faltered doth
18 Attempts
19 One more time
20 Land measure
22 Retrospective
invalidations
24 Hartford's hockey
team
26 Inventor Whitney
27 Fireside yam
28 School grp.
29
of Man
33 Passes over
35 Percussion
instrument
36 Unwrap fruit
37 Woe is me!
38 Cheese like Edam
39 Geological periods
40 Allot
41 Pelt
42 Keenly
perceptive
43 Parakeet staple
44 PATvalue
45 Orbit shaped
46 Moonshine
container
47 Noshed
50 1992 football film
55 Flatfish
56 Hidden supply
57 Paradigm
59 Ump's cohort
60 Small antelope
61 Syrup source
62 Pride in oneself
63 As such
64 Ruhr Vally city
65 Nautical assent

DOWN
1 Barn bedding
2 Actor Stacy

3 Work to gain
favor
4 10 of dates
5 Zimbabwe's
cap~al
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6 Shows one's
teeth?
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9 Hindu mystic
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10 Knight's aide
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11 el'n1vtehluysiasm

12 Prune text
13 Slipped
Puts on by
21
23 Domesticated
guanaco
25 Loop loopers
28 Bluenose
29 Emeline source
plants
30 Asian capital
31 Easter season
32 Or
33 Jaffe and Huff
34 "Revolu11ons of
the Viaducts"
painter
35 Serving a
sentence
38 Grave robber
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newsstand
Foster of films
Oozes
Mournful poem
Crusoe's creator

50 BoutiqJe, e.g.
51 Center
52 '60s musical
53 Spheres
54 Lupino and
Tarbell
58 Actor Cariou
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·1umtord' comedv musters middle ground
GREG JERRET
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Mumford" is a tale of new beginnings, love, friendship and understanding
through listening.
Loren Dean ("Gattaca," "Enemy of
the State") plays Doc Mufuford, a smalltown shrink in the town of Mumford. His
patients are an eclectic mix of the town's
eccentric population, from the pathetic to
the desperate.
But Doc Mumford has one secret: He
is not, nor has he ever been, a licensed psychologist.
It takes a while for this information to
be revealed in the film, but it was prominently featured in the previews, so there
are no real spoilers here.
Doc Mumford is a gifted listener,
despite the fact that he doesn't have a
degree in psychology. For no apparent reason, people like to tell him their problems,
and by simply listening and trying to get a
glimpse of the inner life of his patients, he
is able to help them.
One of his patients is lost in his own
sexual fantasies. Problem is, he never
appears in them himself.
Problems arise early on when
Mumford alienates one of his patients,
played by Martin Short ("Mars Attacks,"
"Alice in Wonderland"), who then
becomes determined to get even.
The patient tries to convince the
town's two other mental health professionals that it would be in their best interest to

NICOLAS

sue Mumford for stealing their clients.
Failing at this, he convinfeS them it would
be in their best interest to at least look into
his credentials.
Mumford passes muster with impeccably forged credentials and an airtight
alibi, supported by the fact that all of his
"mentors" have died recently in horrible
accidents.
In one of the film's most powerful
scenes, Mumford confesses everything to
the town's "modem king" Skip
Skipperton, played by Jason Lee
("Chasing Amy," "Mallrats").
This scene is shot from the Mumford's literal point of vi~w in a shaky, grainy, cinema verity style. He tells Skip how he went
to college as an out-of-place hillbilly who
soon found himself lost in a world of sex
and drugs.
He wandered aimlessly doing odd
jobs, and because he was stoned all the
time, people would tell him things assuming he was a good listener.
Eventually, he became one.
In an attempt to get his life together,
Mumford applied for an office job with the
IRS, where he eventually worked his way
up to the position of investigator. ·
He found himself addicted to cocaine
and having an affair with his partner's
wife.
After setting up an innocent man who
later killed himself, Mumford sees himself
in the mirror for the first time in a long
while. Disgusted with himself, Mumford
kicks the coke habit and creates a new
identity.

C A G E.

He moves to Mumford and starts a
new life helping people the only way he
knows how: by listening.
Ninety percent of the film looks like
any other film shot in a small town or on a
studio lot: crisp clean streets and small
town charm. This makes the verity scene
stand out dramatically.
Dean appears so sedate at first that his
role could have been played by any character actor with a straight face. But ·this is
deceptive. Dean's performance is low key
but admirable.
It's impossible to not sympathize with
him as we learn of his past and root for his
success in spite of his deception.
Lee plays the same character he has in
every film he has starred in since
"Mallrats," minus the vulgarity. Skip is an
immature genius with a boyish quality that
is ·much more endearing than anything he
has done previously.
Hope Davis plays Sofie Crisp,
Mumford's chronically fatigued love interest. This entire premise is a bit weak
through no fault of the actors. It just isn't
particularly convincing that a man who has
done so much to overcome his past would
suddenly lose control over a woman who
can barely get up the energy to go for a
walk.
Davis is charming enough, but the
character is so lifeless and pathetic that
even though she is sick, it is difficult to
really care.
Alfie Woodard plays cafe owner Lily.
She is vastly under-utilized in this film and
that is a shame. Woodard is a brilliant

TOUCHSTONE PICTURES

Loren Deans is Dr. Mumford; the only catch is
that the 'doctor" is not a real psychologist.
1

actress and made the most of her few
scenes as the woman who is simply too
tired of men to keep trying.
"Mumford" is a charming, quirky little movie with tons of heart. It is a relief
from cynicism in this season of millennial
thrillers. It is light, but not without substance.
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Hey!

Wanna

really
scare Y.OUr
frien~s?

(No, no, no,
keep your
clothes .on!)
Dear Nancy,
I've always been
attracted to guys but
about 8 months ago I started
working at a pharmacy. At
the pharmacy I met a girl
who I think I'm attracted to.
We've become the best of
friends and I don't want to
ruin our relationship. I'm
confused what should I do?
-Confused J.
Dear J.,

Pretty much everyone in my family is
either a doctor or a
nurse, and guess what? I
ended up in the Pre-Med
program myself. After two
years of stressing out with
bio classes I'm ready to quit.
I'm afraid my parents will
freak out when I tell them I
don't want to become a doctor anymore. I still want to
be college but I want to try
something else. What do you
think I shQuld do? How do I
break the news to my parents? I'm lost!
-Confused Pre-Med

So how far does this
attraction thing go for
you? Are you in bed at night,
under the sheets fantasizing
Dear Pre-Med,
about her lips and hips? Or do
you just think to yourself, she's I
You need to give
really funny and a great friend?
yourself
a big pat on
Because there's defi- I
the
back
for
trying
for two
antly and difference and there's
years. I would rather have all
levels of attraction. It could
just be that she's the nicest
my teeth pulled out with a
string tied to a door knob then
person you've ~ver met and
you feel bonded or something r sit through a science class but
you've made it. That's the first
to her. In that case it would be
of many things I'd mention to
an emotional attraction. If you
your parents. I'd also say that
do decide that it's without a
doubt a physical attraction or a you've been thinking really
hard and you think the family
combination of some sort, you
could use a little variety and
need to feel out the situation.
you've elected yourself to add
(Not literally, at this point)
that extra spice in the career
You said you two
department. You could
were the best of friends so you
say, wouldn't it be nice to have
might already know her stand
a relative to talk to about stuff
on some issues and some of
other than meds and beds,
her background. If she's
surgery and sore throats.'
already expressed negative
'Wouldn't it be cool if I was a
feelings on any type of contact
_ _ _ _?
Hopefully
with the same sex, then oh
they will nod their heads in
well better luck next time.
agreement, wish you the best
But if she hasn't
of luck and set you free to do
maybe you could bring it up in
what you want,or at least go
conversation. Or if you're feelpeacefully. But with families
ing courageous, just tell her
you never can tell they could
what's been on your mirid.
disown you and you'll be left
Since you do work
to fend for yourself and your
with her, you need to go about
this in a manner that won't be • new major in the cold cruel
completely uncomfortable. So,
world. Before you confront
maybe you could explain your
them you should be prepared
thoughts asking for her advice
to cope with anything they
but not admit that she's th~ one might say or do and to stand
your ground, firmly. You must
you 're thinking about.
remember that you are the only
That way without
one in control of your life, and
- complete humiliation you will
making a career choice is one
know how she feels a_nd you
of the biggest decisions you
can decide on what to do from
will face. So, be sure of yourthere. Good Luck!
Dear Nancy,
self.
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-According to a story on the Agence France
Presse wire, Stepan Kovaltchuk, 75, emerged
from 57 years of living in his sister's attic in
remote Montchintsi, Ukraine, in September, having hidden first from the Nazis and later from
Soviet military recruiters.
He apparently was not aware of Ukrainian
independence and came out of the house only
because his sister had just passed away. And three
weeks later, a man identified only as Lu was
arrested in Xinyuan county, China, for having
stolen about $15 in 1987.
He had been hiding from police in a. 3-foot
hole underneath the floor of a closet in his house,
emerging only at night.

-In August, the school district in Columbus,
Ga., assigned aides to alter textbook photos of
Emanuel Leutze's famous "Washington Crossing
the Delaware" painting because some grown-ups
thought parts of Washington's pocket watch, dangling against his thigh, might appear to fifthgraders to be the Founding Father's penis.
The aides located matching paint and spent
two weeks touching up 2,300 textbooks. Officials
in Cobb County (Atlanta's northern suburbs)
merely snipped the page from its textbooks.

Solutions to Jail Overcrowding
In April in Alberton, Prince Edward Island
Judge Ralph Thompson gave drunk driver Denni~
Joseph Peters, 45, only a suspended sentence for
his fourth conviction, citing Peters' medical claim
that he should not be jailed because he gets claustrophobic.
And jailers in Quebec City sent drug trafficker Michel Racine, 57, home in July because the
jail did not have furniture big enough to accommodate the 450-pound man. And in August, jailers
in Independence, Iowa, released four Amish men
who were serving time for vandalism, concerned
that the lockup's modem conveniences (TV, running water) would corrupt the prisoners.

Uh-Ohl
-Cox News Service reported in August that
Florida state-agency DNA paternity tests on childsupport-resisting men found that 36 percent of
1,025 "fathers" in four counties were not the
fathers after all.
However, Florida courts are split on whether
even a negative DNA test will relieve men of support responsibilities once they voluntarily begin
paying.
-According to police in Honolulu, Denny
Usui, 28, at first told investigating officers in July
that his grandmother wasn't home, but when they
insisted on looking around, he became progressively more helpful: "Oh, I don't know, she might
be here." ~hen, "Yeah, OK, she's in lhe shower."
Then, "Oh, go inside; my grandma's bathroom is inside her room." Then, "Oh, I think she's
dead. She's in the shower." And finally (but probably too late), "I don't want to say anything else
until I speak to my attorney because this is a
felony and I never committed a murder before."
-According to a June Los Angeles Times
report, about 40 violent male offenders (including
murderers) at the Preston Youth Correctional
Facility near Sacramento, Calif., are thriving in a
program that teaches the rehabilitative effects of
sewing.
The tough guys stitch, knit and crochet
· booties and blankets for premature babies and to
achieve what one teen (an armed robber) called
sewing's "calming" effect.

First Things First
-In July, a British Army helicopter, helping
on an archaeological dig near Red Deer, Alberta,
experienced a wild swinging of its cargo and was
forced to jettison it in order to stabilize the chopper. The cargo was a large package of dinosaur
bones said to be 68 million years olCI., which was
smashed into splinters. Said the pilot, "I'm very
sorry."
-Firefighters in Nixa, Mo., failed to make it
to a burning house in a cul-de-sac in May in time
io save it. The problem, said the fire chief, was
that too many people were attending a crowded
yard sale in a nearby house and were reluctant to
move their cars to allow the engines to pass. And,
said the chief, "When we were pulling out the
hoses, they were tripping qver them to get a look."

Ewwwww, Grossi
-More than 63,000 people v'isited the
Huntington Library in San Marino, Calif., in July
and August to see the rare (considered by some
botanists as their holy grail), huge Sumatran titan
arum plant blossom to produce the world's largest
flower.
It is also possibly the world's most putrid,
resembling rotting flesh and luring not bees but
dung beetles. Coincidentally during the run,
renowned botanist Bastiaan J.D. Meeuse passed
away in Kirkland, Wash., at age 83; he was best
known for his work with the large voodoo lilly,
which produces half-pound flowers that generate
their own heat and a stench comparable to the titan
arum's.
- Food in the News: Yogurt developed for
the Russian space program, using bacteria from
cosmonauts' saliva to bolster the immune system,
will go on sale to the public soon, according to an
August report in New Scientist magazine. And in
May, Eiichi Urata, 59, was rescued after being lost
for 15 days on a 7,700-foot peak in the Japanese
mountains near Nagano; for the last 14 days, he
had nothing to eat except two jumbo squeezetubes of mayonnaise, which he daubed on ice to
make snow cones.
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CALL THEATRES FOR SHOwnMES. NO PA.C»ES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS ACCEFTEO FOR THIS ENGAGEMENT.

Things You Don't See Much Anymore
In Almaty, Kazakhstan, three employees of a
psychiatric hospital were charged after bringing
home seven prostitutes and killing and eating
them in gourmet, ravioli-type dishes.
And India's national news agency reported in
August that a 3-year-old girl had been sacrificed
to a Hindu goddess in the southern state of Andhra
Pradesh, in order to bring prosperity to the village,
but that no arrests had yet been made.

1~00K~TORE

Recurring Themes
News of the Weird has reported on parents too
busy to arrange for s~tters for their toddlers and
who thus brought them along on crimes, most
recently in 1998 when an Oregon woman robbed
two banks with her three young daughters in the
getaway car. In Paducah, Ky., in September 1999,
Gloria Schaffner, 55, was arrested for prostitution in the front seat of a man's car; she had temporarily placed her 2-year-old granddaughter in
the back seal while she conducted business.

Let CB&S Lighten the Load!
r . All th~s week w~en you '~ear a shirt with your Fraternity or Sorority

! letters }OU L:an _get I0 Yo off entire purchase. (Textbooks not included.)

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd,
P.O. Box 18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or
Weird@compuserve.com.

: Stock up on sptnt apparel for games, -find a good book from our trade
i department, or get any needed school supplies. You'll find it all at
CB&S .. Great parking, free coffee every day and some really friendly
I people.

i
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familiar reggae influence on "Leaving
Babylorr." Track ten, "Evolution," is the
hidden gem on Soundsystem. It has a tight
arrangement and timely lyrics with Y2K
on everyone's mind, not to mention a title
that is the cause behind the changing face
.of the 311 sound.

-Tony Layser

311
Soundsystem
With its newest release, Soundsystem,
311 proves innovative songwriting and
musicianship can distinguish itself.
Though there is a plethora of rap/rock
fusion bands making its way in the music
industry today, 311 has definitely evolved
and the members have put themselves
head and shoulders above the rest.
311 built an enormous national following, with little help from the media,
through constant touring and its first two
albums, Grassroots and Music. But it wasn't until the group's self-titled LP that the
quintet from Omaha, Neb., started spurring
mainstream interest. With the single
"Down," 311 burst onto MTV and the
Billboard charts, leaving longtime fans
wondering if the band had "sold out."
While 311 has produced a few catchy
tunes, which wound up on radio airwaves,
the 311 sound is not caught up in driving
toward mainstream success. Instead, it has
seemed to become fuller.
With Soundsystem, 311 grooves the
listener, rather than assaulting him. This is
key in the maturation of the band's sound
with the early stages of this shift illustrated in the last album, Transistor. You get the
rhythmic distorted guitar riffs of old, like
on the first single, "Come Original."
There is a totally flowing meditative
side to the album, which can be heard on
"Eons" and the Santana-like "Life's Not a
Race." For the 311 purist, there is the
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The Promisse Ring
Very Emergency
What an incredible year 1999 is
shaping up to be for pop music. First we
had Fountains of Wayne's 'Utopia
Parkway,' which back in April I thought
was a lock for album of the year. Then
along came the Flaming Lips' 'The ·Soft
Bulletin,' which was even better. It doesn't stop there, either. Milwaukee's The
Promise Ring's third album, 'Very
Emergency,' completes a trifecta of perfect pop albums you can look for on niy
year-end top ten list.
If 1999 is any indicator, we may soon
be referring to the 2000s as the
Millennium of Pop.
On 'Very Emergency,' it sounds like
the .Ring just graduated from Perfect
Song University, and their last album,
'Nothing Feels Good,' was merely a preliminary thesis. They've simultaneously
sharpened their hooks on the fast songs
and suddenly gained an ability to write
gorgeous ballads, a skill only hinted at in
the past on songs like "A Picture·

www.UCFfuture.com

Postcard." "Things Just Getting Good"
and "All Of My Everythings" are classy
love songs the pogo-punking updergrad
Promise Ring would scoff at, but they
lend Emergency an added weight which
makes the zooming shout-alongs all the
more effective .
And in that vein, the Ring has never
been stronger. Davey VonBohlen has
improved on his tendency to repeat lyrics
he thinks are particularly clever ad infinitum, and shouting backing vocals are
employed to textbook effect. Check out
"Emergency!
Emergency!,"
where
massed shouts of "S! O! S!" lift gleeful
barre chords into pop heights few dream
of. "Happy Hour" and "Deep South"
revisit the slightly denser, more traditionally "emo" territory of debut 30 Degrees
Everywhere, only with thankfully much
sharper production. "Skips A Beat," with
its harmonies and driving drums, smacks.
of "live fa~orite," and if the arcµetypal
indiepop riffery of "Living Around"
(complete with soft bass-verse to loud
guitar-chorus dynamics) crosses over to
mainstream radio success, I won't be at
all surprised.
"I was born in 1968, born to replace
Bobby Kennedy," Davey sings on "Arms
& Danger." What, is he viewing a career
in politics now? Anything's possible.
After 'Very Emergency,' VonBohlen and
The Promise Ring ought to have the
world in their palm.

-Mark T.R. Donohue

The Mr. T Experience
Alcatraz
Being in a punk band must be rough.
As soon as a band claims it's "punk,"
it is immediately judged, based on preconceived notions of what "punk" is or
what it should be.
When fans latch onto a punk band,
you can bet that said band had better not
change up its style very much over the
course of its releases, lest it be willing to
embrace cries of "sellout" or "wimp."
Still, you have to grow up sometime,
and the latest release by the Mr. T
Experience, one of the Bay Area's most
widely recognized punk exports, shows a
lot of definite growth, lyrically and musically.
But that doesn't mean it's good.
Dr. Frank, MTX's frontman, has
always had a way with words, and
"Alcatraz" is another strong lesson in
how to write witty, tongue-in-cheek pop
songs. The difference lyrically befween
"Alcatraz" and MTX's last album,
"Revenge is Sweet and So Are You," is
that every song isn't about a girl.
Musically, this album also illustrates
a departure from "Revenge is Sweet and
So Are You." The guitar employs little to
no distortion throughout the entire album,
and many songs break from the threepiece punk format by adding trumpets,
Hammond organs, pianos and other
assorted noises.
Overall, the songs on "Alcatraz"
have the collective quality of a cartoon
soundtrack to a not-so-interestin& episode
of "School House Rocks."
They're catchy, sort of funny, and
you can really sing along to them, but
once you've learned the lesson, the songs
just don't rock anymore. Kind of like the
prison the album was named after.

-Jason Hardy
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
@ Cape

Florida Ballroom

9 PM Wednesday, October 20

FREE ADMISSION*

while passes last

INFO?: call 823-6471
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osa
* Funded by the Activity and Service Fee
as alf ocated by the Student Government
FEEL.

Association. Passes available in the
Student Union, Room 215, Student
Activities.

THE!

TINGLE.

LONGER.

Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed.
Please arrive early.
Presented in association with Campus Activities Board
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Chat live on-line with members of the cast of the film on

NETWORK
EVENT
THEATER®

0

Printed on recycled paper.

m11:rwbyte5com . Wed. at 10:30 PM ET
lt'c; mvWPb.

Business Office Administrator - CarMax, The
Auto Superstore, has excellent opportunities
for part-time Business Office Administrators at
our Orlando location. Responsibilities include
assisting customers with paperwork on vehicle
purchases, processing transactions, preparing
deposits and interacting with sales consultants.
The ideal candidate should be team-oriented,
flexible and able to maintain high customer
satisfaction. Must be able to work days,
evenings anp weekends. For an interview,
please call Job Line Sun. 1-5 pm & M-F,
9:30 am - 6pm, ET (800) 9CARMAX. For a
TDD phone. contact the Virginia Relay Center
at (800) 828-1120. We promote a drug-free
workplace, EOE

FOR SALE
Computer w/ Printer for Sale Packard Bell-LG 410 CD, 72MB RAM,
Pentium, Modem, Win 95, Office 97, Works
98. Canon Bubble Jet Printer, $775.00 OBO;
407-207-0392
Furniture for Sale - Hunter green sleeper sofa
with extra material $300; white wicker chairs
$25 each; rattan chair and cushion $30. Call
359-2656 Oviedo area.

Wanted Equestrian for horse/stable care on
warm blood farm for lessons/riding/salary.
Experience necessary. Call Sharon at
977-9168 or leave message at 651-3597 .

HELP WANTED

Swimming Instructor wanted must be experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible
schedule PIT or Fff. Call 699-1992.

Now seeking students to work on campus.
Up to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @ (800) 797-5743
ext. 316.
Greeks earn $450-800 with easy 3-hour
fundraiser event. No sales. Limited availability
so call today! Leave your name and phone
number for Robert @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 305.
!$21 +HOUR PT/Ff!
Easy work processing Mail or Email From
Home or School! For Details Email:
Register@aweber.com
Now Seeking Students!
Earn $8/hr working on-campus. Flexible
hours. Build Resume. Work with friends! Call
(800) 797-5743 Today!

Ladies! Earn $100 to $200 per night selling
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies and
8 Seconds. Wear beautiful dresses and work
with style while you earn $25 to $50 per hour!
Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am. Part-time is
Friday and Saturday. Fulltirne is Wednesday Saturday. Nights go by fast, top salary, quality
people! Must be 19, own a car ·and have a
great personality. Join our team! Call Renee
at 977-0449
Field Service Engineer - Orlando systems
integrator seeking engineer with background
repairing projectors, display equipment, VTR
& cameras. Email resume to
electronie@rnindspring.com
or mail to D. Browning, 200 Forest Trail,
Oviedo, FL 32765

PHONE:

,,
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Help Wanted - Valet Parking Attendants
needed. Clean driving record and the ability to
work under strenuous physical conditions are
a must. Many locations. $7.00 to $12.00 an
hour. 25 positions must be filled immediately.
Apply in personal at the Marriott Downtown
located next to th·e arena or the Omni Rosen
on International Drive.
Customer Assistance Representatives CarMax, The Auto Superstore, has excellent
opportunities for part-time Customer
Assistance Representatives at our Orlando
location. Responsibilities include greeting customers, interacting with sales consultants and
answering multi-line phone system.
Exceptional communication and professionalism required. CarMax offers competitive pay,
a great work environment and employee discounts. Please call our Job Line for a phone
interview Sun l-5pm & M-F 9:30arn-6pm, ET.
(800) 9CARMAX. For a TDD phone, contact
the Virginia Relay Center at (800) 828-1120.
We promote a·drug-free workplace, EOE.
Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital would like
you to volunteer. Positions available in PT &
OT, Transitional Care, Radiology & other
departments. If interested call,
649-6222.
Doggie Daycare Asst. Supervise dog playgroups. Fun people, fun doggies. Downtown
Orlando. M;F 3 pm - 7 pm. Experience with
dogs preferred. 835-9200.
'Babysitter needed to watch two boys in the
afternoons from 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm each day
in Tuscawilla neighborhood.
Call 366-1539 after 6:30 pm if interested.
Lead Generation - Enthusiastic voices wanted
to promote wireless data technology. $7 hr +
comm. Call (407) 678-7435.

Telephone interviews needed to recruit consumers for focus groups. No sales. Part-time,
4-9 pm. Hostesses also needed. Flexible
scheduling for both positions. Start $7/hour.
Call 384-8883.
Bathroom Attendants for Planet Hollywood.
Excellent money. $$$ for energetic person. 15
fragrances & toiletries provided. Not a janitorial position. For more information, page Jon at
(800) 804-4756.

Free CD of cool indie music when you register at mybytes.com. the ultimate website for
your college needs.
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak "2000".
ALL destinations offered. Trip Participants,
Student Orgs & Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
Call
Inter-Campus 800-3:!7-6013.

ROOMMATES
SERVICES

Roommate needed for 3 bedroom/2 bath
home. $300/month + deposit. 10 minutes from
UCF. Call (407) 372-6321.

Drowning in Debt???
Non profit agency' available to assist with debt
consolidation program.
- Stop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into one payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x I.
Looking for financial security and don't know
where to start? 24 programs to guide financial
thinking in the 21st century. Visit
http://www.skyesoftware.com

Papers, Resumes, Data Base, etc.
Call Lissa at 645-2773 for typing, proofing,
spell check and sentence structure advice.
Quick and very aff.ordable.
Have fun raising funds for your clubs, teams
& groups. Earn up to $500 or more. Put our
25+ years of experience to work for you. Call
now for details on a FREE CD of your choice!
(800) 592-2121 ext. 725

4'07-977-1·009

EMAIL: .sAL.a@lJCE'lllJ/llVP.COMx
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679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers
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"A Full Service Florist"

Fax: 679-6787
15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
"Same Day Delivery"

Perhaps correspondence courses from the Division
of Continuing Education could help. We offer o
comprehensive cotalog of courses, from Anthropology
to Spanish, with on array of options. You moy enroll in
these courses ot any time and toke up to a year to
complete them. All the college credit courses ore
accepted* by all state universities in Florido.
Enrollment by moil, telephone, World Wide Web,
or in person. All textbooks ond study materiok ovailoble
ot time of registration. In Gainesville call 392.171 l,
elsewhere l .800.327.4218. Conloct us by e-mail:
learn@doce.ufl.edu, or visit us ot our webstte:
www.doce.ufl.edu.
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CONTINUING
FLORIDA 1 E D u c A T I 0 N

UNIVERSITY OF

·stuc1e111s registered in ostale univenily ii florido must hove advisor's approval lo regislet

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050

10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes ,discount

wire service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country
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"The Lanos offers a
reat deal of value
·~ . for the money,
\ decent
performance,
hip styling
and
'reasonable
quality."
Richard Truett . .
The Orlando Sentinel
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HUGE DISCOUNTS ON FACTORY DEMOSIJ
For qualified customers only. Certain rules and conditions apply. 0.9% APR (arnial percentage rate) applies to 24 month terms only. 1.9% APR 36 mo. terms only. 2.9% APR 48 mo. terms only. 4.9% APR appl\es to 60 mo. terms
Minimum loan balance of $7500.00. All offers are subject to charJ,Je vmhoot notice and are for alimited time only.
+ On selected models. See dealer for details. Cash back in lieu of special interest rates.

-·~~ DAEWOO® .. ·.
Daewoo of Seminole
4165 North US Hwy 17-92 • (407) 323-7808

· · Daewoo of Kissimmee
2424 N. Orange Blossom Trail• (407) 932-1909

Daewoo of Winter Park
3592 Aloma Ave,·suite l·• (407) 681-3303
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MEN'S SOCCER NOTEBOOK
UCF ends winless streak in TMC
After starting the conference season 0-3, UCF defeated Florida
Atlantic 2-1 on Sunday for its first TAAC won of the season: The
Golden Knights lost to Campbell 2-1 on Thursday in double overtime.
"We were finally able to play our game," Coach Bob Winch
said. ''The first three games were bad-luck. Plus, not having Antti
(Laitinen) in goal hurt us."
Heikki Ritvanen scored in his seventh consecutive game
against FAU. He scored both goals in the game for his 12th and
13th goals of the season, second to senior Ari Nunni's 14.
Ritvanen gave UCF a 1-0 lead in the 42nd minute when he
took a throw in from Adam Hirsh and fired it in from 15 yards out.
His second goal came in the 64th minute when he rebounded and
scored a shot from Nunni.
FAU' scored in the 8lst minute on a penalty kick to cut the lead
in half, but Laitinen stepped out of net to challenge a shot with two
minutes remaining to ensure the victory. Laitinen recorded six
saves, outdoing FAU's Tuomas Tuomilehto, who transferred from
UCF.
"FAU wasn't able to create anything on offense," Winch said.
"We feel very comfortable with Antti in there."
UCF suffered the difficult loss against Campbell after playing a
man down for all but two minutes in the second half. The Golden
Knights held a 1-0 lead until the 68th minute.
Ritvanen scored only four minutes into the game to give UCF
the lead. He followed a missed shot by a teammate and scored on
UCF's frrst attack of the game.
However, Omulf Olsen received a red card in the 48th minute,
and Campbell finally got on the scoreboard when Tom Robey took
a cross and beat Laitinen. UCF had a chance to win the game in
regulation, but Nunni's header sailed over the goal with 30 seconds
remaining in regulation.
The Golden Knights held the Camels in check for much of the
two overtime periods until Antonio Da Silva broke past the defense
and beat Laitinen unassisted. Laitinen recorded seven saves but suffered his:..S~cond loss of the season.
"Playiµg a man down didn't help us at all," Winch said.
"Fortunately we got a result against FAU, so we're still in the hunt
to make t:Qe tournament."

''''''''-'J.

An FDX Company

RPS, Inc. is NOW HIRING
part-time package ·
handlers to help load
and unload trucks.
We offer:
• Great pay ($8.50-9.00/hour
to start)
• Tuition assistance
•Weekly pay
• $.50 raise (after 30, 90, 180
days, 1 yr, & 2 yrs)
• Advancement opportunities ..
• Variety of shifts lasting 3-6
hours (1 am, 4 am, 9 am,
-12 pm, 5:30 pm, 11 pm)

Is the cost
of school
adding up?
$8.50$9.00 would

really come
in handy!

For more info &
application times:
·can (407) 851-3212 ·
""·..., ....
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Up next
UCF plays its final two conference games on the road against
Mercer and Georgia State. For the Knights to sec~ a playoff spot,
it needs at least one win, but winning both would guarantee a spot
in the tournament.
UCF heads to Macon on Thursday to play Mercer, and then
makes a trip·to Atlanta to face Georgia State on Saturday.
"It comes down to this week," Winch said. "With us, FAU, and
Campbell fighting for playoff spots, it could get interesting."
While UCF is battling to make the tournament, the Bear.sand,
Panthers have secured spots. Mercer is currently in second at 3-1
behind Jacksonville, and GSU is third at 2-1. UCF needs !O finish
ahead of either FAU or Campbell to secure a spot. The victory over
FAU gives UCF the tiebreaker against the Owls.

ACTION/GATOR
TIRE STORES

ti;

One-goal difference
The Golden Knights have struggled this year in close games,
compiling a 2-5 mark in one-goal games. UCF's lone victories have
come over FAU and in a 4-3 win against Bowling Green..
Unfortunately, three of the five losses took place when Antti
Laitinen was not in net.
''It was disappointing to not have Antti in -net for those games,"
Winch said. ''The result cquld have been different with him in the
_g_ame."
Three ef UCF's five one-goal losses have occurred in conference play (Jacksonville 3-2, Stetson 2-1, and Carnpbell 2-1).

Laitinen earns player of week honors
Goalkeeper Antti Laitinen received the Trans America Athletic
Conference Player-of-the-Week award for his stellar play during the
·
period ending Oct. 17.
The junior political science major helped UCF post its first
TAAC win this season with six saves in UCF's 2-1 victory over
Florida Atlantic. For the week he tnade 13 saves on 26 shots with a
1.50 goals against average. Laitinen ranks third in the conference
with a 1.62 season GAA.
Laitinen joins Nurmi as the second Golden Knight to earn the
distinction this year and is the seventh Player-of-the-Week overall:
Nurmi and a number of teammate rank among the TAAC's
offensive leaders. Nunni paces the league with 37 points. He is tied
for the lead in goals (14), ranks second in assists (9) and fourth in
shots (49).
Heikki Ritvanen, the senior striker riding a seven-game goal
scoring streak, is tied for third in the TAAC with 13 goals and
fourth at 29 points.

-TRAVIS BELL
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face the .nation~sjttoughest
schedule.
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FROM THE SPORTS DESK
Gundersrud, UCF women~ golffinish
third at Beacon Woods

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem like much time to prove you're capable of being a leader. But if
you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an
Officer of Marines. Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you 'JI get the chance to prove
you've got what it takes to lead a life full of excitement, challenge, and honor. Anyone can
say they've got what it takes to be a leader, we'll give you ten weeks to prove it. For more
information call 1-800-MARINES or contact us .on the Internet at http://www. Marines. com

Marines

The Few. The Proud.

MARINE
- - - -OFFICER -

VISIT CAPTAIN JACKSON REESE OR GUNNERY SERGEANT MARY FLECHER ON
27-28 OCTOBER 9.9 IN THE STUDENT UNION BLDG FROM lO:OOAM - 2:00PM OR CALL TOLL FREE l-800-270-9874EXT17-15.

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC MEETING

BAYONET POINT -University of Central Florida women's
golfer Monica Gundersrud (Elverum, Norway/Norwegian
School for Top Athletes) concluded the Beacon Woods
Invitational Sunday with a final round 76 for 222 (+6) total and
tied for third place in the tournament.
The Golden Knights shot 915 over three rounds to secure a
third place finish out of 12 teams, seven strokes behind host
South Florida and 29 behind tournament champion Mississippi
State. The Bulldogs improved by six strokes Saturday and by
five more strokes Sunday (290)
to blow away the field.
Anna Gertsson of Mississippi State took home medalist honors with three even-par rounds for 216 total. Fany Schaeffer of
South Alabama shot the day's best round. Her score of 70
moved her up from seventh to second in the individual standings
at 220.
Guridersrud, a sophomore, tied with Lina Thoren of
Mississippi State, Meghan Bolger of Tulane and Kelly Lagedrost
of South Florida.
An error in score tracking from Saturday's play was -resolved
on the final day in UCF's favor. The Golden Knights shot 303 as
a team instead of 311 as originally indicated. However, that correction did not affect the final rankings. ·
The next tournament for the UCF women will be the
Palmetto Women's Intercollegiate hosted by the College of
Charleston at Kiawah Island, S.C. Nov. 8-9.

UCF fares well against top talent
FAYETTEVILLE, ARK. -The UCF women's cross country
"A" team, comprised of just seven athletes, placed 13th against
the nation's top teams at the Chile Pepper Invitational on
Saturday.
UCF raced the 5k against 22 teams at the Agri Park Cross
Country Course, including No. 2 Arkansas and No. 5 Wisconsin,
who took first and second.
Sonja Shedden paced UCF as she sprinted to a 16th-place
finish out of 161 competitors. Shedden, who broke the school's
5k record last weekend at the Gator Invitational, turned in a time
of 18:11.
Brianne Harrington also cracked the top 50 by dashing through
the course at 19: 10 to gamer 43rd-place honors.
Other finishers for the Golden Knights included Melissa
Norris, 73rd, 19:46; Stephanie Cameron, 89th, 20:05; Gemma
Dimery, 91st, 20:13; GeAna Rivera, 97th, 20:16 and Carmen
Meyer, 99th, 20: 19.
Next weekend the men's and women's cross country teams head
to DeLand to compete in the Stetson Invitational.

Hurricane cancels tennis tournament

There will be a public meeting
on the student health fee .
Thursday, October 14, 1.0 :00 a.m.
at·the UCF -Student Health Center.
The Health Fee Committee has
been reviewing funding of
Student Health Services for the
year 2000-2001 and will be
making its recommendations.
U.1

Comments from ·the public will
be welcome.

For the second straight week, the UCF men's and women's
tennis were unable to begin their preseason preparation. With
Hurricane Irene moving along the space coast
bringing heavy loads of rain to the Central
Florida area, host Rollins College had to
postpone the C.L. Varner Invitational until
Oct. 29-31.
Last week, the South Alabama
Invitational in Mobile, Alabama, in which
UCF was to have competed in, was rained
out.
"It's frustrating," said men's head coach
Bobby Cashman. "We're working hard in
Cashman
practice and the guys need match experience
right now."
The players are also anxious to start the season. "I was eager
to play at Rollins, especially when the first tournament rained
out, but obviously you can't do anything about a hurricane," said
sophomore Johan Westin. "We have to continue to practice hard
and be patient. There will be other opportunities."
One such opportunity arises this upcoming weekend when
the men's team travels to Florida State and the Seminole Classic.
The Golden Knights will enter the tournament with juniors
Federico Camacho and William Guerin, sophomore Westin, and
freshman Augusto Sanabria. Despite the lack of match play,
Westin is optimistic.
"The tournament is tough, but I hope we can do some damage," said Westin.
No. 56 Florida State will lead a field that will also include
Florida A&M and other programs that will test the Knights and
provide a valuable pre-season measuring stick.
"I want us to gain match experience now in the fall,"
Cashman said. "The team has suffered a little bit due to the bad
weather, but they are working hard and waiting for the next tournament. There is not much more you can do."
-DAVID WINBERG
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VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOOK
Knights expect battles
on nightly basis

"We hope to have her back by the time
we play Mercer or at least Jacksonville."

UCF continued its season-long success in the Trans America Athletic
Conference by cruising to an easy threegame match victory against Georgia
State. The win moved UCF to 6-0 overall in the TAAC, but Golden Knights'
coach Meg Fitzgerald says her team is
waiting for its next test of the year.
"There's a lot of different people
winning in the TAAC right now," said
Fitzgerald, who has led the Knights to
an 11-10 overall record. "We still have
yet to play Jacksonville, who is playing
well this year. But the way how its been
working this year, any team has a
chance to beat anyone."
The Dolphins host UCF on Oct. 30,
marking the final game of the month for
the Knights. Jacksonville has compiled a
3-0 record this season in the TAAC, second to UCF, and is 9-7 overall. But,
Fitzgerald says the Knights are not looking ahead.
"That match is a while off, but
we've got Stetson (Oct. 19), Mercer
(Oct. 21) and Florida Atlantic (Oct. 26)
between those games. That's our focus."

Don't even mention
a streak
UCF's six match winning streak in
the TAAC is the Knights' longest streak
since 1997. Back then, UCF was in the
midst of an eventual 65-match winning
streak that was snapped last year. While
the Knights have some time before they
near the old streak, Fitzgerald is cautioning her team to take each game individually.
"We just try to talk about putting
together good games one at a time," she
said. "Campbell wasn't one of our best
games and we didn't do that well
against Georgia State. We're trying to
put together two matches where we've
put together six or seven good games in
a row."

Rosenberger, Sobczak
show marked
improvernent

Injury report
Sophomore Michelle Dayton, a
defensive specialist, will likely miss the
next two or three games. Fitzgerald said
on Sunday that Dayton is suffering from
a minor ankle sprain.
"She's out right now and she's
going to be day to day," Fitzgerald said.

Coach Meg Fitzgerald has helped turn the UCF
Volleyball program around, leading the team
to an undefeated TAAC record after a slow
start early this 'eason.

Fitzgerald gives credit to improved
team play for the Knights recent success
in the TAAC, but adds that two of
UCF's players have stepped up.
Sophomore outside hitter Michelle
Sobczak and senior outside hitter Susan
Rosenberger were key in the Knights'
going 2-0 last week.
Rosenberger's 15 kills against GSU .
led the team to a victory on Friday
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while her 20 kill, 16 dig performance
helped UCFdefeat George Mason on
Oct. 11. Rosenberger has totaled 13
double-doubles (kills, digs) this season,'
which leads the team.
"Sue Rosenberger just finds a way
to get kills," Fitzgerald said. "She's just
athletic and got to the ball a little more
last night. She jumps well and can hold
her own out there."
Sobczak played a key role in UCF's
first TAAC win this year, against Florida
Atlantic. She had 20 kills and 17 digs
against the Owls, 15 kills and 10 digs
against George Mason, 11 kills and 16
digs against Campbell.
"Against Campbell, Michelle had a
great game with 10 kills and 15-digs,"
Fitzgerald said. "She's a good athlete
and will be a good player once as she
learns more each game."

Number crunching
Golden Knights currently leading
the TAAC in statistical categories:
Piper Morgan, middle blocker:
blocks per game (1.23) and total blocks
(74).

Becca Sandala, setter: assists per
game (12.64) and 2nd in total assists
(847).
..
Other Knights in the TAAC Top 10
in. statistical categories: Susan
Rosenberger, outside hitter: 4th in digs
per game (3.39), 2nd in total digs (207),
4th in kills average (3 .41) and total kills
(208)
-JEFF CASE ·
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The UCF/Lockheed Martin Student Work Program is currently looking for
Business, Engineering, Computer Science and Chemistry majors.
This program provides students the opportunity to obtain paid, professional work experience
related to their academic discipline, while maintaining full-time enrollment at UCF.
In otder to be considered for the Work Study Program, students must have
a UCF and Overall GPA of 3.0 and be available to work 12-20 hours per week.
For more information, please visit the UCF Career Resource Center
in the Student Resource Center Complex or call 823-2361.

•uCF
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WOMEN'S SOCCER NOTEBOOK
On the road again

Thursday, October 21, 1999
Women's Soccer vs. Mercer

4:00 pm

Saturday, October 23, 1999
Women•s Soccer vs. Troy State
2:00 pm
(UCF Arena Soccer Field)

.:.

Thursday, Octoher 21, 1999
Vo.Heybalt vs. Mercer
7:00 pm
(UCF Arena)

For ticket
information call:
(407) 823;;;6006

.,

~

UCF FOOTBALL

~

The UCF Women's Soccer Team spent last week travelling,
going on the road to take on TAAC opponents Jacksonville,
Samford and Jacksonville State. The Golden Knights, who had
struggled in road games this season, looked to reverse their fortunes and establish themselves as the top team in the conference.
Beginning the week on October 12 against TAAC preseason
favorite Jacksonville, UCF put the game away in the early going
by scoring three goals in the fust half. Junior midfielder Cally
Howell started the scoring in the 24th minute when she took a
pass from freshman Amanda King and beat the ru goalkeeper in a
one-on-one situation. Sophomore Michelle
Anderson followed with two goals for the Golden Knights,
and Nicole Cieslak finished off the game in the second half with a
goal, bringing the final score to 4-0.
Against Samford on
October 15, UCF once again
put the game away in the first
half, with goals from Cieslak
and UCF's leading scorer,
junior Claire Kohake. In the
second half, both teams went
scoreless, and the Knights won
2-0. UCF's defense held
Samford's Mitzi Mahan, the
TAAC's leading scorer, to just
two shots and no points in the
game.
The team ended their road
trip in Alabama at Jacksonville
State University. The
Gamecocks boast the TAAC's
top goalkeeper, Adriana Pinelli,
who has a microscopic 0.67
goals-against average. JSU,
despite being outmatched by a
powerful Golden Knight
offense, managed to hold UCF
scoreless in regulation by dropping a majority of their players
back on defense. The game
ended after two overtimes in a
0-0 tie.
With two wins and a tie,
the Golden Knights (9-5-1, 5-01) established themselves as
Freshman Amanda King, an Austin,
overwhelming favorites to finTX native, has provided an
ish first in the TAAC, with
offensive boost to this year's UCF
only three conference games
team,
which resides in firs·t place
left against the bottom three
in the TAAC.
·
teams in the standings.

Banuls shines in goal

s

Returning to the starting lineup after a three week hiatus,
sophomore goalkeeper Maria Banuls played an important role in
the Golden Knight's successful.road trip: Her.three. consecutive
shutouts against Jacksonville, Samford and Jacksonville State
increased her season total to six shutouts, lowering her goals- .
against average to 1.39. She now ranks second in the TAAC in
shutouts and third in GAA. Banuls was forced to make 10 saves
in the three games.
With the three shutouts, Banuls is currently riding a 300minute consecutive shutout streak, the longest streak for a UCF
goalkeeper this season. Banuls and freshman goalkeeper Jessica
Kuhlman have dominated the TAAC this year, combining for six
shutouts in UCF's six conference· games. No TAAC opponent has
scored against the Golden Knights this se.ason.

Golden Knights return home

s
s
•
~

Free student parking
Lots "U" and "F"

For ticket
information call:

( 407) 823-6006

The Golden Knights, who are undefeated at home, have three
games remaining on their schedule this season against TAAC
opponents. This week the team will return home to face Mercer
(2-9-1, 0-4-1) on October 21, and Troy State (3-10-1, 0-4-1).
Mercer and TSU are tied for last place in the conference standings. With two wins, UCF could clinch the #1 seed in the season
ending TAAC Tournament, which will take place at the UCF
Soccer Field on November 4-6.
Last week, Auburn University, who is coached by former
UCF Coach Karen Richter, blew Mercer out 5-0. Mercer also
dropped a 2-1 decision against Campbell(4~9~1. 3~3-1), and .lost
3-1 to Georgia State (7-6-1, 4-1-l). Troy State also played GSU
last week, losing 1-0, and took Campbell to overtime on October
16 before falling 1-0 to the Camels.
The struggles of Troy State and Merc~r. combined with
UCF's 5-0 record at home should make fqr a good week for the
Golden Knights.

-DAVID MARSTERS
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Pontiflet pressure leaves
Colonel offense in shambles

SECURITY
DEPOSITS!

TRAVIS BELL

He returned it 16 yards to set up the UCF offense on
the NSU 17.
"I wanted (to score) bad," Pontiflet said. "The
Senior defensive end Raheem Pontiflet had a running back was trying to get me and I tried to stiffrare opportunity come his way in UCF's 28-0 win arm him off me. He just got a hold of me, and it was
slippery. Otherwise, I would
against Nicholls State. Normally used in pass defense
have scored."
situations, Pontiflet was forced into full time duty
Harley's ankle injury left a
when starting defensive end Fred Harley left the game
void at right end, opposite
with an ankle injury.
Marv Richardson on the left. In
He took full advantage.
"When Fred went down that was my opportuni" Richardson's assessment, the
defense didn't miss a beat, as
ty to go in and take over where Fred left off," Pontiflet
Pontiflet filled in nicely.
said. "I just try to make the best of my opportunities
"He did a great job,"
when I get a chance."
Richardson said. "His pass rush
Since joining UCF last season from Northeast
Mississippi Community College, Pontiflet has been Pontiflet
is tremendous, and he makes
big plays. He stepped up and
in a battle for playing time among a defensive line
that was already intact heading into the 1998 season. made a crucial play when he recovered the fumble."
Pontiflet was consistently in the backfield durHe played sparingly in 10 games last year, but has
been more involved in the defense this year since ing the second half. On NSU's opening drive of the
third quarter, he recorded a tackle for a loss on a
injuries have plagued the defensive line.
"I understand the defensive line better this year 2nd-and-7 that eventually led to a punt. Defensive
than last year," Pontiflet said. "I understand what the line coach Andy Cox was most impressed with
coaches want out of me, so I think it just took a lit- Pontiflet's play.
tle time to get in the flow of the game and I'm com"He did an outstanding job," Cox said. "He's a
ing along now."
senior guy and he gave some leadership on the
He got his first true test on Nicholls State's field."
opening drive of the second half, playing the full set
Pontiflet's final defensive tally came when he
of downs. He filled in exactly where Harley left off. and Justen Moore sacked Smith for a 3-yard loss.
On the first play of the drive, he made a tackle His final numbers in an increase role consisted of
to stop a 3-yard run. Then on 3rd-and-2 from the thre~ tackles, two for negative-4 yards, one-half
NSU 42, linebacker Tony Hardman forced a ·fumble sack, and a fumble recovery. Most important to
from NSU quarterback Brad Smith and Pontiflet . Pontiflet was the way the defense finally came
was there to pick it up.
together and played a solid game for 60 minutes.
"It was almost like it was in slow motion,"
"I think we played excellent," Pontiflet said.
Pontiflet said of the play. "I saw the ball on the "This is the first game that we put everything togethground, and I was just trying to pick the ball up and er, and everyone was playing the way they were
run and try to score a touchdown. But it didn't work supposed to. I feel real happy about our perforout that way. I was just happy to get the chance."
mance tonight."
STAFF WRITER

DON'T LOSE IT BEFORE YOU USE IT!!!
NEVER UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES WRITE A
CHECK OR OTHERWISE PAY A SECURITY
DEPOSIT SlMPL Y TO EXECUTE A RENTAL
APPLICATION.
A RENTAL APPLICATION IS NOT A LEASE!
YOU MAY BE CHARGED A NON-REFUNDABLE
APPLICATION FEE. REMEMBER AN APPLICATION
FEE SHOULD NEVER BE MORE THAN $25.00.

This communication is for general education only.

[t
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is not intended to

solve individual problems. For additional information, contact Student
Legal Services. 823-2538. SRC 155.

Funded by A&SF as allocated
by Student Government.

University Writing Center
"Because Writers Need Readers•
·11 is quite clear from the analysis that the center has had a
significant impact on the success of both strong and not-so-strong
students.ff Dr. Whitehouse, UCF Provost

Don't be too
scared to bring
-gour paper to
the UWCI

Comments from UWC clients:
·she didn't just read my paper, but asked me my input on how I would like to be better.
*Helped find things J didn't know I left out
•He explained carefully what needed to be fixed.
*She helped pick out weak points.
•friendly circumstances to discuss my writing problems.
*Our time was used effectively and I have a clear idea of what to do next *The consultant was nice, quick and useful.
*Her advice was great and I don't feel stuck anymore.
*He helped with sentence structure. Thanksl

Scrimmages showcase exciting talent
The men's game was much
more high-scoring, with their two
teams combining for more than
scrimmages. Much of the atten- 60 points in 12 minutes of play.
tion during the drills was focused While it wasn't the most fundaon the men's team, which showed mentally sound game ever
off for the crowd with an array of played, the scrimmage did prohigh flying dunks.
vide some fun basketball to
The teams participated in watch.
abbreviated scrimmage games,
Senior point guard Cory
with each squad dividing its ros- Perry sank a number of threeter into two teams and playing . pointers, while freshman guard
against each other. The women's Al Miller showed off with fancy
five minute scrimmage ended in a moves and some nice jump shots.
6-5 score, highlighted by the outThe highlight of the game
side shooting of sophomore was an alley-oop dunk from
guard Leslie Deaton.
senior D'Quarius Stewart to
FROMPAGE32

junior Inyo Cue, which Stewart
bounced off the backboard for
Cue, who took the pass in the air
and slammed it home.
The UCF basketball teams
will now return to normal practice
schedules until November, during
which they will play two exhibition games each before officially
beginning the season. Both the
men's and women's teams start
their year on November 19 at the
UCF Arena, with the women taking on in-state rival South Florida
at 5:15 p.m., and the men facing
off against the nationally-ranked
Miami Hurricanes at 7:30 p.m.

See our website_to make your appointment t-Oday!!
http:l/reach.ucf.edu/-uwc

•• •••
SUBI

DUFFY'S

HOLIDAY JOB FAIR
OCTOBER 18th - 23rd, 10 am - 4 pm
2036 EAST LANDSTREET, ORLANDO

10042 University Blvd.
Corner of University & Dean_
(one mile west of UCF)

679-2448

MAIL SORTERS UP TO $11.18/HR
C.LASS A DRIVERS - UP TO $16.09/HR
All candidates should apply in person with employer data for the past 5 years including names and phone numbers. All finalists
must pass a drug screening and criminal background checks. Holiday schedules will primarily be in the night/evening.

CALL OUR EMPLOYMENT LINE AT 812-1166
EOE M/F/D/V

··············-~-~--~·
BUY ONE SUB.AND TWO
I

I

1
I
1
I·
I

32 OZ. DRINKS AND GET
ONE SUB FREE.
Of equal or lesser value. One coupon per visit.
expires 11/30/99

1

I
1
I
I
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Knights need to rattle Rattay Mack's 100-yard
FROMPAGE32

.,

average of 13 receptions and
160 yards which was Edwards'
average output last year.
Back to run the offense is
All-America candidate Tim
Rattay, one of the nation's leading passers. Rattay threw for
over 500 yards against the
Knights last season, one week
after torching Nebraska for 590.
"We've got to get pressure
on him," defensive end Justen
Moore said. "We know they are
going to throw the ball a thousand times a game, so we should
be able to stop them if we know
what's coming. Rattay is a good
quarterback though, he's tough."
Defensive captain Jeff Fye,
who returned to the lineup
against Nicholls State after a
torso contusion, said he was still
not completely healed for the
contest against the Colonels, but
knows he needs to get it together in preparation for Rattay's air
attack.
"Last year they threw the
ball all over us· but we had that
big lead," Fye said. "Still, we
have to remain focused and set
the ton . They don't have that
one receiver (Edwards) anymore, so we'll have to bottle up

who is left. We now know we
have the potential to shut teams
out when we play hard and
together."
La.
Tech has seen
its share of
good defenses this season, playing
two of the
best to start
the season in
Florida State
and
Texas
Rattay
A&M. The
Bulldogs hung tight with the
'Noles for one half before fallin
41-7 in the season opener and
were also in the game against
· the Aggies, falling 37-17. The
tough slate paid off in their
fourth contest, when a hail mary
thrown by backup quarterback
Brian Stallworth as time expired
sunk Alabama, 29~28. La. Tech
has also taken care ofl-AA Sam
Houston State (55-17), ULLafayette (41-31), and I-A newcomer Middle Tennessee State
(42-18).
"I'd like to run the ball
early, but we may open up passing to get Vic (Penn) in
groove," Kruczek said. "Ideally,
we'd like to keep their off~nse

•.#

Tuesday - Friday
10:00 pm Sunshine Network Live!
Thursday, October 21
8:00 pm High School Champions
Series Lake City Columbia @
Jacksonville Ed White (LIVE)

Friday, October 21
7:30 pm High School Champions
Series Sanford Seminole @
Spruce Creek (LIVE)

Monday, October 25
7:30 pm NBA Exhibition (LIVE): Dallas
Mavericks@ Orlando Magic

Tuesday, October 2 6
7:30 pm NBA Exhibition: Orlando
Magic @ Miami Heat (LIVE)
*Schedule subject to change
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off the field, but we'd like to do
that every game, so nothing is
really different."
Tailback Terrance Williams
will again be questionable for
the contest with a gimpy ankle,
but Mack and Howard are capable of handling the load. Mack
comes off the first 100-yard
game of the season.
"We know we have to keep
the ball out of their hands and
we 're confident we can do that
with the run," Mack said. "We
can control the ball with our
backs, because we're all coming
together and the offense is real1y starting to click."
La. Tech's Bobby Ray Tell
is averaging over 100 yards per
game on the grm~nd, which
Kruczek believes is a key to its'
offense's
improvement.
Ironically, the two teams combined for nearly 900 yards passing in last season's game, but
this year's game may have an
entirely different undertone.
"It will give us a chance to
see where we're at sure,"
Kruczek said. "I'd say this is
one of those games that's up in
the air as to who should win."
Which is to be expected from
programs as similar as the
Knights and Bulldogs.

game gains place
in UCF history
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

Coach Mike Kruczek had a simple plan for junior tailback
Edward Mack prior to UCF's game against Nicholls State last
Saturday- just stay in the game.
"I told him before the game, maybe if you can have 60 minutes
of healthy play, you can get something done out there," Kruczek said
following UCF's 28-0 win against Nicholls State. "He was able to
make it over 100 yards. That was part of our plan and it worked out
well."
Officially, Mack scored twice and gained 108 yards on 17 carries. But
to Mack, just getting back into the flow of UCF's offense was a treat.
"It's been a while since
I've been able to be healthy and
make and impact," Mack said.
"I got into the stat book tonight.
Before the game I was looking
at the all time categories in history, seeing who had the most
touchdowns and the last 100yard game. That kind of motivated me to come out and play
well."
By gaining 100-plus yards
against NSU, Mack became the
first rusher to reach that plateau
since former tailback Mike
Grant did it last year against
Toledo-eleven games ago.
Saturday's performance
was a welcome change for
Mack after what has been a
frustrating season at times.
Mack leads the team with a 6.3
yards per carry average, but
injuries have shortened the
time he's had to display his
skills.
As a quick-footed runner
who is able to find gaps, Mack
showed flashes of brilliance
against both Florida and
Georgia Tech earlier this year.
He capped opening scorJunior tailback Edward Mack
ing drives at both games that
gave the Knights early 6-0 recorded UCF's first 1OO·yard
leads against UF and GT, but rushing game of the season, gaining
little went right for Mack from 108 yards against Nicholls State.
there. He often found himself
on the bench by halftime as back spasms and muscle strains. got the
best of him.
Despite injuries shortening his playing time, Mack said he'll
always remember his experience against the Gators.
"It was a good feeling to score on them because they recruited
me pretty heavily out of high school, and then they backed off;" he
said. "A lot of teams did that to me. So whenever I get the chance to
play against one of those teams, I always try to show them what they
were missing out on."
The Gators have missed out ort more than a speedy running back,
but also a team player. Mack is the oldest member in a UCF running
back platoon that includes JUCO player of the year Terrance
Williams and former New York high school player of the year Omari
Howard.
As the team's returning leader in rushing yards, Mack could have
expected to be the focal point of the Knights' rushing attack. Instead,
UCF is using all three backs almost equally and effectively this season. The three tailbacks are a tight knit group, although Mack said it
didn't start out that way.
"It started out kind of as [unfriendly competition], but I told them
I'm going to help them learn all that I know," Mack said. "That way,
no matter who is in the game, we can all count on each other. It's
worked out great and we all pull for each other."
While Mack remains the Knights' No. 2 back behind Williams,
it has not kept Mack from competing for the staring spot. As he says,
the No. 1 tailback spot is up for grab every, week.
"Every week, it depends on who does the best in practice that
gets the nod in the games," he said. ''It's good because it gives each
one of us time to recover and someone's in there who knows as much
about the offense as you do."
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UCF fans enjoy wet, festive evening Nicholls State
ERIC ELIASON
STAFF WRITER

Hurricane Irene caused havoc
this weekend in Florida, and
although it managed to postpone
the University of Miami's game
with Rutgers, it couldn't interrupt
the Golden Knights plans. The
game time was pushed back one
hour to avoid the storm as much
as possible, but that's all the damage Irene would do. A solid backing of football hungry fans invaded the Citrus Bowl to see the
Golden Knights show Nicholls
State how football is to be played
in what football enthusiasts would
call perfect weather. .
Neil Brady went crazy with
Many seats al the Florida Otrus Bowl were filled with only raindrops last
his group of friends as UCF got
Saturday, but those who did turn out had an enjoyable lime watching the Knights
all it's guns firing in a 28-0 win
shutout Nicholls State.
over Nicholls State.
ing. It's cold. We're barechested.
Packer said. "I am enjoying the
"We are all hardcore coming
game and the fans like all the boys
out here in this hurricane," Brady
Everybody who is here is a hardcore fan. The team is looking
over there throwing their friends
said. "Rooting on our team as
great. I think we are doing alright ,,, in the air with every UCF touchthey're tearing it up. The team is
doing well and they need us (fans) and taking care of business."
down. I think it's great. This is
here tearing it up."
Dwane Packer of football weather and makes ·
watching a game indoors up north
The game was
Lawton, Michigan
played in blustery
brought a northern perseem unnatural."
I
·R
. .H
' !
.. ·•111111
spective to the condi-·
winds combined with
It was impressive to see such
a constant downpour.
an i~spired performance displayed
tions of the game. He
To many viewing the , By 6!if,;E1iason not only enjoyed the
· by the football team in tormenting
weather but the way in
conditions. It w~s an equally
game this was how
impressive experience to enjoy
which UCF fans showed their
football was meant-to be played
and viewed.
this play with fans that enjoy seediehard attitude towards their
ing football played in conditions
Sabastian the "Bandito" could team.
not have imagined better weather
"I came down here to enjoy
that bring out _the heart of football.
to bare his chest and root on his
I have to admit that this was the
the game and the weather.
favorite college program.
best UCF game I have experiCompared to Michigan this is
"Everybody who is here is
quite mild. It's not snowing and
enced in seven years of watching
tough," Sabastian said. "It's rainthere is no ice on the field,"
the program.

I.

:nun .

•

gets blanked in
rainy weather
FROMPAGE32

drove 80 yards in 11 plays with Penn again connecting
with :(..ee for a $COre, this time frotn 21 yards out.
't:Nicholls State_P,:layed J:Uu:d;' defensive end M~
. ~har9s<>n said. ''they had their moments where they
oou1d nave scored and · we . could have let up. But we
stef>ped it up~ and that shows a lot of character on our

defense."
The Golden Knights received an all around effort
from .the defense as . Hardman attd Deaubrey Devine
returiied,;to the ljneup .at liri.e~ooker. Those two players
* .combtt.ied for 11 :SOlo tackles~ itmee forlosses, two s~,
. ' and orie forced fWtible.
·
·
. :..J~i .. '

-

- :,~,

~.

'

' '

..

;:.i;

Also for the first time this season. the defensive line

was a}jleto consistently put pr~sure on the opposing quar~

,

terbac~.* They combined for. nine tackles for losses~. one
forcedfum.'~le. one fumble recpvery, and four sacks. UCFs

six:.-s~kS we~e .th~ . mos.t ~tnc.e te90rding eight ag~t
"South~-este~ Louisiana(>n Octo~r .24, 1998.
. x ·~ u

. {~is is ~expected of tis every game~" defensi'te end
Raheem Pontiflet said. ''If we>ronthe defense like we're
supposed to, this is gonna happen every game... They just
told us to go out tbes-e and keep playirtg hard, and every· '
thing else woUld take care ofitself.'1
pie, Colonels .15 possessions in the game. UCF

9t

heI9 ti~ ,~ithout getting pasfl', midftel3. on all but-.ifrree .
occasio~s. 'IWo ' b f t!Qose t9re~ W,ives resulted irl NStJ
tuqlo\ters'- Qne ou.the UCF 24-yard line and another being
forced fumble that resulted iri a touchback.
"Thls helped us gain confidence in ourselves,"
Richardson said. "This is the first time the starting squad
was out tbe.re that the roaches thought would be out there.
We ],mew th.at we had to go oqt there and make big, plays,
and we dicl.
1

'~

'

'"

,
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This week's schedule
Jobi ine Hours: Mon - Fri, Sam -8pm
Sat-Sun. 8am-4:3opm
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Hey, all you Knights Fans ... Be a part of the UCF pre-game Party of the Season!
Join together to cheer on the KNIGHTS when they meet Eastern Michigan
for the biggest homecoming ever at the Citrus Bowl·on

•

•

Saturday, October 30th
Fan Fair starts at 1pm and goes until kick-off!
•
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Same old show for UCF against Colonels
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

Quarterback Vic Penn has only been
a Golden Knight for six games and he
already knows how UCF takes care of
business.
"You know how we like to do it
here," Penn said following UCF's 28-0
win against Nicholls State. "We like to
keep everyone in suspense."
True, Vic. Saturday's win against
Nicholls State was more of a cliff hanger
than many UCF fans would have preferred. The Knights held a minuscule 7-0
lead at halftime, a disappointment considering Nicholls State is just a I-AA
team.
The fact UCF blew away the
Colonels in the second half, 21-0, failed
to wash away the bad taste left by another of UCF's sub-par first halves. It's
nothing new. For as long as can be
remembered, UCF has seemed to have
problems burying opponents early. It's
something we've grown so accustomed to
that it's almost scripted.
Knights enter stage right, fans cheer,
band plays, crowd is hyped up and
Division I-AA team is shaking in its
boots.
Knights fail to capitalize on bootshaking, opponent gains confidence, and
voila, the expected blowout ends up
being a tight game at the half.
Coach yells at players, players get
fired up, UCF blows away opponent in
second half.
While its not always that bad,
Knight players and coaches know they've
struggled to put together a solid first half.
all year. But worse yet, UCF is done with
its home game cream puffs and will face
its next Reisman-caliber quarterback this

UCF's young offensive line continues to mature, but allowed quarterback Vic Penn to be sacked
five times by a blitzing Nicholls State defense who kept the cont_est close for a half.
Saturday.
Up next for the Knights is Louisiana
Tech, which boasts one of the nation's
best passers, senior Tim Rattay. It's no
secret that the Bulldogs will
pass almost exclusively, which
could be trouble early with
UCF slow start syndrome.
Against NSU and Eastern
By Jeff
Illinois, the Knights did little
to distinguish themselves from
their I-AA foes, disappointing for a team
who had just come off a one-point loss to
nationally-ranked Georgia. Worse yet, the
Knights' coach Mike Kruczek has strug-

gled to find answers to his team's poor
starts.
"Part of my job is teaching these
guys how to be emotional for a football
game, how to get up for it,"
Kruczek said. ''.If you 're not an
emotional person, at least I can
look in your eyes and see the
focus and clarity and your intent.
Case "Sometimes I can look in these
guys' eyes and they 're in another
world. Once you get to that point, it's
tough to come out of."
Unlike their game against Eastern
Illinois, the Knights showed glimpses of

1·REST
MY CASE

the spark Kruczek spoke of. But all too
often, it wasn't the rainy weather that put
out the fire, but rather UCF's mistakes.
In the first quarter, senior defensive
end Justen Moore intercepted NSU QB
Brad Smith in the first quarter and had a
clear path to the endzone. However,
Moore's should've-been-touchdown
turned into an option play gone horribly
wrong with NSU recovering its mistake
on the ill-advised pitch.
The Colonels fumbled the ball five
times on Saturday, but UCF could only
get to three of those miscues. Whether
that can be chalked up to the bad weather
is unknown, but UCF must capitalize on
every mistake upcoming opponent
Louisiana Tech makes.
Granted, La. Tech is not known for
its ability to stop other teams but one
thing it can be counted on to do is score.
In a loss to UCF last year, Tech managed
30 points and Rattay passed for more
than 500 yards, despite his team getting
crushed, 64-30. UCF lost only one fumble that day and used its ground game to
run over the Bulldogs. Most notably, the
Knights were up for the game and
grabbed a 27-10 halftime lead from
which it never looked back.
Despite UCF's dominance of the
Bulldogs, it is Louisiana Tech who have
gained the nation's respect. The Bulldogs
have actually completed an upset, taking
out Alabama earlier this season. They
also have momentum having won four
consecutive games after losing to No. 1
Florida State and No. 11 Texas A&M to
start the season. ·
The Knights will look to end that
string of victories, as they themselves try
to run the table the rest of the way. A win
against La. Tech would give Knight fans
every reason to believe they can.

•

•
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
Slow starting Knights

.,

The UCF offense got off to a slow
start against Nicholls State, failing to score
in the first quarter of play for the first time
in thirteen games.
The last time the Golden Knights were
held without a point in the first quarter was
September 19, 1998 in a 35-7 loss to the
Pordue Boilermakers.
Coach Mike Kruczek attributed the
lack of offense in the early going to mistakes and poor execution.
"Dropped passes and lack of protection in the first quarter- you can't do that,"
said Kruczek.'l[Nicholls State] gave us
some different looks that we hadn't seen
and we didn't pick it up, and they got to
[Quarterback] Vic [Penn]. We had people
open all night, but if you don't have the
time to get it down there, then they've
done their job on the other side of the football."
Senior defensive lineman Justen
Moore blamed the weather for the
offense's first quarter woes.
"You can't really pass in that wind,
and we're more of a passing team so its
understandable that the offense didn't produce in the first half, but they came out
and produced in the second half and thats
all that matters."
In the first quarter, the Golden Knight
offense produced just 24 total yards,
including negative three yards rushing.
Penn completed Of11Y two of his seven
attempts for 27 yards.
"We were definitely out of focus ... we
definitely have to prepare better for next
week," said senior wide receiver Charles
Lee.
They turned it around in the second
quarter, however, and finished the game
with 401 total yards of offense and 28
points. Junior running back Eddie Mack
keyed the UCF attack, rushing for 108

yards on 17 carries. His 100 yard game
was the first for a Golden Knight since
Mike Grant gained 101 yards against
Toledo on October 3, 1998.

Defense has Colonels
singing the blues
While UCF's offense struggled early
in the game against Nicholls State, the
Golden Knight defense did just the opposite, earning their first shutout of the season. They allowed Nicholls State only 198
total yards of offense for the game, forced
five fumbles, sacked Colonel quarterback
Brad Smith six times, and blocked a punt.
"It feels great. Anytime you get a
shutout on defense it feels great," said
Justen Moore. "We played hard, we
played our butts off."
Of the five forced fumbles, UCF
recovered three of them, and also had one
interception. In the first quarter, defensive
lineman Justen Moore picked off Colonel
quarterback Brad Smith's shovel pass at
the UCF 27 yard line, and returned it to
near midfield before unsuccessfully
attempting a lateral that hit the ground and
was eventually rec<.wered by Smith. The
four turnovers forced by the UCF defense
was their best effort of the year.
"We made a bunch of big plays out
there," said Moore. "I made that interception - I should have taken it to the house
but I tried to give my friend a little bit of
glory and he dropped it."
The Golden Knights also had a season
high six sacks.
"We thought that the weakness of the
[Nicholls State] offense was the off{(nsive
line and we exploited that pretty well;"
said Kruczek.

·Ricot suave
In the first quarter of the game, sopho-

more free safety Ricot
Joseph broke through
the Nicholls State
offensive line and into
the UCF record books.
On 4th-and-6 from
their own 24-yard line,
the Colonels elected to
punt.
A wise move in
theory, yes, but Joseph Joseph
made it look bad.
He raced in and partially blocked the
punt, which only travelled 21 yards, giving
the Golden Knight offense very good field
position. The block was Joseph's second
of the season, tying him with five others
for the school record in that category. The
last UCF player to block two punts in a
season was Darryl Lattimore in 1997 .
"Coach came up with a good plan the
whole week, how we just run the gap
between their legs, and we got free every
time," said Joseph. "I was just looking at
the ball and I got a good take off on the
snap, and they weren't ready for it. [The
punter] was taking his normal steps and I
just blocked it. I would have blocked
every one of them, but the punter started to
take only one step."
When asked about having a UCF
record, Joseph expressed his happiness.
"It feels good," he said.
The block was vindication for the
UCF special teams, who had been criticized in past weeks for their mistakes.
"We got tired of tired of everyone saying that w.e're not good," said Joseph. "We
made it a point that we have to be best on
special teams - we take pride ip the special
teams, just like the offense and defense."

Lee puts up big numbers .

Lee, who finished the game with 5 catches
for 76 yards and two touchdowns.
Lee, who is eighth in the nation in
receptions per game and 25th in receiving
yards per game, kept the passing attack
going when other receivers were having
trouble catching the ball in the rain. His
touchdown catches of 19 and 21 yards
were his second and third of the season,
which leads the team.
"On the touchdown passes, the offensive line did a great job blocking and Vic
put the ball in the right spot and enabled
me to make a play," Lee said.
Penn had problems throwing the all
night in the windy conditions, completing
only 14 of his 35 passes for 204 yards.

Kicking woes continue
Sophomore placekicker Javier Beorlegui
continued his struggles
against Nicholls State,
missing two field goals
from 44 and 31 yards.
He made all four of his
extra point attempts,
but Coach Kruczek
was disappointed with
the effort.
Beorlegui
"I was disappointed
with Javier missing that [31 yard] chip
shot field goal," said Kruczek. "That's
something that a I-A kicker has to bo-et
done, the snap was good, it was placed
properly, you can't miss that. And he
knows that, he's as disappointed as anybody. But its time to be consistent, and he
needs to continue to work hard."
The 44-yard attempt came up short,
but was a very difficult kick, as it was
kicked against the heavy winds that hampered the entire game.

One of the bright spots for the UCF
offense was senior wide receiver Charles

-DAVID MARSTERS
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UCF, La. Tech hook up

in offensive showcase
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

Louisiana Tech joined
Division I-A in 1989, but it
is considered the program
which most closely mirrors
that of UCF's. The Bulldogs
remain an independent, are
considered a dangerous foe,
play tough schedules annually, and have a potent
offense. Sound familiar?
If there is any team that
can be considered UCF's
natural rival, it's the
Bulldogs.
"Yeah,
we ' re similar.
Same kind of
piobfems, '
same kind of
si ttiation. They
got to I-A a few
years before us,
but the programs
are at a similar
level,"
Coach
Mike Kruczek said. "Is
there a rivalry? I think so.
The fact that we went up
there and kind of embarrassed them in their house
last year probably gives
them a revenge .factor.
They are going to want to do
the same thing to us."
UCF
destroyed
Louisiana Tech in Ruston
last season, winning 64-30
in its season opener. The
Bulldogs had just come off
an impressive performance
against Nebraska and came
in with a lot of confidence,
but got rolled by a Daunte
Culpepper-led
Golden

LAST WEEK - W, 28-0

UCF ·defense
steps up to

i.
Knight offense.
"Maybe they didn't
quite give us much respect,
having
just
played
Nebraska," Kruczek said. "It
sure didn't seem that their
defense came out to play.
This year's defensive unit is
much improved. I sure don't
anticipate us putting up 64
TRAVIS· B ELt
points again ... these are two
ST/!FFWR/TER
entirely different teams."
~ .While the Uc;F Qffense struggled With
The Golden Knights lost
the
sloppy field.conditions against Nicholls
offensive
cornerstones
·state,
the defense.tbtived on the oppo•Culpepper, Mike Grant,
ty
to
~how-~r
thej' have what it takes,:,tq
Siaha Burley, and Mark
shut
somenrte
'
d
own.
J.ne defense led
N onsant,
but
!(>'
a
2.8-0
win
o
ver·
Nicholls
State; a $1Ueh.. ,
have
gotten
needed
confidence,
boost
heading.
i nto a Ieey '
tremendous
game against Louisiana.Tech on Satµrday. ~- .
production
' . ·~obviously wh_en you get .a sb.ut®t~·
~ro'rr1 Vid''Penn, run,
you
have tq ~leased;"' linebackyr cof¢11
ning backs Terrance
Bill
D'
Ottavio said. "The kids were eKecut..
Williams,
Edward
the·
plan at,J.d lloing *-'hat we ask¢d
Mack, and Omari
tq
do.
They
_played.together and·it loQked
Howard,
and
like
theyhadfun
.plliying.1 ~
•
receivers Kenny
Despite.
being
on
the
field
for
over
'32
Clark
and
minutes
tlPd
fa<::iug
6D
oif
ensive
plays
fro:rn
Charles Lee.
NSU, the Golden Knights h.eld the Colonels
Meanwhile, the
•
to only 198 yai,;ds, the fewest allowed by
Bulldogs have changed
UCF
since yjeldipg ·l 96.in a48-0 shutout of
coaches, with Jack Bicknell
another 1-M S,Chool, Eastern Illinois~ -Ort
taking over for . Gary .
September 12, L9,98.
·
' .
Crowton, who left to
More ill1portant than the yarli~
become the offensive coorallowed,
.the defense forced three turnovers,
dinator of the NFL' s
recorded
six sacks, and had 12 tackles for
Chicago Bears. Leading
losses.
NSU
converted only 2-of-14 third
receiver Troy Edwards, who
downs
and
had
only 12.f irst downs.
torched UCF for 13 recep'~Luckily we got a couple ofturnovers
tions and 206 yards, is now
and kept them out of the endzone, so It's
suiting up on Sundays for
good to know that we can tote the load,"
the Pittsburgh Steelers.
defensive
line coach Andy Cox said. "I
Receivers James Jordan and
think
our
guys
believe in themselves now,
Delwyn Daigre have done a
and the defen~e did a good job setting the
nice job replacing his protone."
duction, combining for an
UCF ·pressured NSU quarterback Brad
Smith
all night as be completed only lO~ofKNIGHTS, Page 27
20 passes for 49 yards, with his longest pass
completion going for a mere nine yards.
The defense made its presence felt early as
Justen Moore picked otf Smith late in the
first quarter.
The defense gave the Golden Knights
offense comfortable field position all night
as UCF's average starting field position was
its own 4 i. Despite having a short field to
work with the Golden Knights led only 7-0
lead at halftime.
Midway through the second quarter,
the defense held NSU at the Colonels own
3 and forced them to punt. UCF scored five
plays later on a 3-yard TD run by Edward
Mack. Early in the third quarter, Tony
Hardman forced a fumble at the NSD 40,
and four plays later, UCF was in the end
zone, as quarterback Vic Penn connected
with Charles Lee from 19 yards out for a
14-0 lead.
The defense secured the shutout late in
the third quarter when Smith broke free to
the UCF 9-yard line, but Asante Samuel's
hit from behind jarred the ball loose, and it
went through the back of the endzone for a
touchback. On the ensuing drive, UCF

F

Junior Vic Penn's play last Saturday pleased Coach Mike Kruczek,
who praised his quarterback for taking care of th.e football and
. effectively running the offense in adverse weather conditions.

')

.Pitch shutout
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Basketball teams make debut
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Basketball season has officially
begun.
At 12:01 a.m. on the night of October
15, the beginning of the 1999-2000 college basketball season became official.
Students at schools around the country
flocked to Midnight Madness, the traditional tip-off for college hoops, and UCF
was no exception.
The festivities got underway at 10:30
p.m. in the UCF Arena, amidst a pep rally
atmosphere, consisting of games for students and performances by the UCF cheerleaders, dance team and band. Contests
for the fans ranged from drawings for UCF
related prizes, to the ever-popular "dizzy
bat" relay, to "Beat the Pro", in which
UCF students tried to make as many free
throws in 30 seconds·as Adrienne Johnson,
a member of the WNBA' s Orlando
Miracle.

Even the Golden Knight baseball
team got into the act, with a number of the
players participating in a three-point
shootout in hopes of proving their versatility as athletes. They were unsuccessful,
shooting more air balls than 3-pointers, but
the contest was a favorite for the fans. The
festivities continued until midnight, when
the Men's and Women's basketball teams
emerged from their locker rooms to the
cheering of the crowd.
The players and coaching staff of
each squad were introduced, and head
coaches Gail Striegler and Kirk Speraw.
addressed the crowd. Striegler thanked the
crowd for their support, while Speraw
made an impassioned plea to students to
come to games and fill the student section,
which he successfully campaigned to
increase by two s~ctions of seats this year.
Following the speeches, the teams took
layup drills to warm up for their respective

SCRIMMAGES, Page 26

Senior Davin Granberry and redshirt freshman
lkechi Knakwe showcased their skills for fans
at last Friday's Midknight Madness.

NICHOLLS, Page 28
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New Senate Ready to Start
Nearly 1700 st_udents
casted their votes for
the SGA Senate this
past week.
Senate elections weJe held
this past week for the Thirty_-second
Student Body Senate. Tents were set
up in front of the Student Union, the
Math and Physics building, the Business building, and-the
Education
building for
the elections. 1674
students
voted for
what they
felt were
the
best
candidates.
" .I

•

College of Arts & Sciences
Seat I
ing, I at least can have some say in Seat 2
Seat 3
what goes on ,Jn Senate·:"
Seat 4
With only 5-6% of the Stu- Seat 5
dent Body voting, some of the 50 Seat 6
seats up for efoction were decided by Seat 7
Seat 8
less then 20 votes.
Seat 9
~ ''I think that the low turnout
Seat I 0
was due to the 'b ad weather and apa- Seat 11 ..
thetic feelings towards the Senate. If Seat 12
students Seat J3
would take Seat 14
Seat 15
a look at the Seat 16
actual num'"'. Seat 17
bers
of Seat 18
~

votes, they
would see
that a few
more votes
would have
made
a
huge difference," said
senior Jessica Smith.

f e It
th i S Elections Commissioner Kim Carroll assists soplunore
was one Phil Berry during the elections
way I could
get invo.lved and voice my opinion," Many students are excited about the
new Senate and looking forward to
said sophmore Joseph Barbito.
Senior Sandy Baker said, "I an exciting year.
Following are the results of
wanted to run but with my classes
and work, I didn't have the time the 1999 elections for the Thirty-secneeded to serve as a Senator. By vot- ond Student Senate.

Kyle Mattingly ·
Chris Riehl
Katie Campbell
Anna Burger
Brian McCue
Stacy Hughes
Brooke Arnold
Joe Hilton
Da9nte Sapp
John Deeb
Amanda Harkins
Patrick Dougan
Elyse Skislak
Erin Mccrary
Matthew Bornfreund
Seth Daub
Kelly Levison
Karen Brenanan

·

College of Business
Seat I
Seat 2
Seat 3
Seat 4
Seat5
Seat 6
Seat 7

Seat 8
Seat 9

Angela Raila
Carrie Sarver
S_helly Coursey
John Santo
John Newstreet
Marco Pena
Vanessa Hoffman
Brian Battles
Amy Florin

College of Education
Seat I
Seat 2
Seat 3
Seat 4

Michael Kellen
Kristian Cosme
Jennifer Harvey
Melissa Lust

Scat 5

Seat 6

Robert Messinger

continued page 2

Letter From the President
Dear Fellow Knights,

•

I trust everyone is having a
good semester and staying safe. It
has been hard to catch our breath
here in Student Government with all
that has been happening. With elections done and the executive cabinet
selected, we are gearing up for an
exciting year. We have many plans
to serve you, the
students, and it is
my hope that we
can work with Senate and the Judicial
branch to put away
past issues and
strive towards a better Student Government for the mi liennium !
I have recently vetoed severa! spending bills that have come

across my desk and I would like to
inform you as to my justification for
such action. i am concerned about the
magnitude of spending that Senate
has approved. The reason being, is
that next year's Activity and Service
Fee budget is going to be approximately l-1.5 million dollars less than
it is this year. I am trying to address
big issues that are effecting UCF
now and in. the
future, i.e. transportation, parking, and the new
Student Activity
Center. We need
to take some of
the extra money
we have this year
and use it for
those types of issues. I also want to
help insure that each of you will receive as much back from your Ac-

tivity and Sevice
Fee as possible.
Student Government's
primary goal is to provide a variety
of services that will enhance your
educational experience. I will not
condone small organizations re~eiv
ing large amounts of money. I am
working diligently with the o_ld and
new senators, who I might add are
working hard, to rectify the above
mentioned concerns. Thank you for '
your patience as we collectively
transform UCF SGA into a premier,
student oriented association.
Serving you,

Andy Cupicha
p.s. Homecoming is just a few days
away.... I hope you're ready to party!

Continued from page 1

College of Engineering

I
· 1

I
I

Seat l
Seat 2
Seat3
Seat4
Seat 5
Seat6

Benjamin Goff
Japheth Paramandam
William McDowell
Larry Davis
Robert Richardson
Seth Chapman

SGANeeds You!

College of Health and Public Affairs
Seat I
Seat 2
Seat 3
Seat. 4
Seat 5
Seat 6
Seat 7

Vanessa Jattan
Katie Gilbert
Melissa Walker
Salena Ali
Julie Walls
Javier Cavern
Beth Barton

Main at Large
Seat I

Alison McAI'oon

Brevard at Large
Seat I

Daytona at Large
Seat l

South Orlando at Large
Seat 1

Daniel Harshbarger

UCF students (from left) Jason Lubbe, Keith
Nash, Jan Braga, and Ian Phillips volunteer in quite
the unconventional way. The SGA golf cart's battery
died and these willing students helped push it back
to the battery chargers.
Look in future Ques.t issues for ways you can
get involved in YOUR Student Government

Spirit Patrol

Funded bv AcllvllV and Service Fee lhrouuh SWdent Government Assocladon

Homecomin2 Week Events
Sun, Oct 24

Greek Extravaganza

Mon, Oct 25 Out door movie "Mummy"

Spm, UCF Arena
8pm, Reflecting Pond

Tues, Oct 26 UCF "Student and Alumni Knight"
at Have a Nice Day Cafe
Wed, Oct 27 Homecoming Carnival

2-lOpm, UCF Arena
Parking Lot

Thu, Oct 28 Skit Knight

Spm, UCF Arena

Fri, Oct 29

Spirit Splash

2:30pm, Reflecting Pond

Sat, Oct 30

Homecoming Parade
King and Queen Crowning
Lenny Kravitz Concert

llam, downtown Orlando
half time of Football Game
8pm, Citrus Bowl

v~
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After reviewing several
applications and interviewing
many qualified canpidates, the following people were appointed by
Student Body President Andy
Cupicha and confirmed by the
Thirty-first Sen ate as Ca bi net
members.
Each of them has a heart
for the students and a desire to
serve them in their ·r espective
roles. Positions range from Alumni
relations to Judicial Advisor· to
Technology. Despite what their job
descriptions may be, each of them
has at least one thing in common:
they are here to serve you!

Akiva Johnson

Director of Multi-Cultural Affairs
and Women's Studies
(Picture not shown)
As director, I will be responsible for JaciLitating greater cultural
awareness among students, faculty, and
staff of the University.

Judicial Advisor

Eddie Ruiz

Director of Campus Relations

Brian McMahon
Director of Promotions

As the name suggests, my
primary responsibility is to promote Student Government. I plan
on doing this through the rnonthly
publication of the Quest, the SGA
web site, advertisements in local
media, and through various other
promotional materials such as the
Squishy Knightro, t-sh irts, and
other give-aways.
Even though I work for the
Ex.ectuive branch, I will be pron:10ting all 3 branches of Student
Government keeping you, the student body, informed of what's going on in Senate and the Judicial
Council. I will also be promoting
any events that SGA hosts such as
concerts and seminars.

J
. Reggie Thomas
As Judicial Advisor, I am avail.:
able to advise all students ':lppearing
before the Judicial Counci 1 or any
other hearing agent established by the
Student Body Constitution in any action or disciplinary hearing. Because
of this role, I remain neutral and nonpartisan at all times.
My office is always open to
any student needing advising for any
reason relating to the school.

As Director of Campus Relations, my primary concern is providing the means for students to get involved with Student Government
events_. Since SGA is here for the students, I will ensure everything we do
wi 11 be in the best interests of the Student Body. This means that I will be
working closely with the Director of
Promotions.
In addition to this, I also want
to build better relations with the branch
campuses. I would like to involve them
in SGA more than they already are and
keep them updated regularly. Even
Director of Technology
though they are separated from us
As Director of Technology
physically, they are still an integral
Services, I will maintain the student
piece of our University. Together, I
government computers and other SG
believe we can make UCF ·a premier
equipment. I am also in charge of SG
University.
computer programs and the SGA web
site. Through the use of em9-il and Pegasus, I will hope to increase student
feedback concerning SGA making it
a better Student Government to serve
the needs of students into the
millenium.

Dave Scharf

Fred Piccolo

Director of
Governmental Affairs
As the Director of Governmental Affairs, 1am responsible for
organizing voter registration drives
on campus and answering any voting or election related questions
. outside of UCF. On top of my campus duties, I will also be respon-:
sible for going to Tallahassee and
Washington, DC to lobby both
state and -national legislatures on
issues relating to student needs.

Richard Payne
Comptroller
(Picture not shown)
I will be responsible for.
keeping Senate up to date on Student Government accounts.

Laura Wharton
Chief Justice

As Chief Justice, I am the
head of the Judicial Branch of Student Government.
There are
twelve other Justices and two alternatives that serve with me.
Director of Alumni &
· Other positions on the Judicial
Graduate Affairs
Council include the Assistant Chief
My primary objective as DirecJustice, Senate Liaison, and Executor of Alumni and Graduate Affairs is
tive Member. The general purpose
Director of Student Services
to keep open the lines of communicaof the Judicial Councif is to protect student rights and examine leg·twill be o·verseeing the man- tion between Student Government and
Attorney General
islative and executive acts. We also
agement of the SGA Computer the Alumni Relations Office. I will also
As the Attorney General, I am hear cases involving student disLab, Knightro's Copy Kingdom, be responsible for recruiting graduate
and the Ticket Center. I wi It also students to take a more prominent role primarily the legal advisor to the. putes or violations of University
President. With that responsibility, I regulations.
be working wtth the various SGA in Student Government.
I plan on creating an annual lun- also advise students on the Student
agencies such as the Office of StuJudicial Council
dent Ac ti vi ties, Student Legal Ser- cheon with the Board of Directors of Body Constitution and the Student
Assistant Chief Justice
vices, and the Student Union. In the Alumni Association, the Alumni Body Statutes. I wiJI be making reviStudent
Government
to
exstaff
and
to
the
Student
Body
Statutes
Brad
Miles
and Justices Lee
sions
addition, raising the awareness to
Clubs and Organizations as to change ideas and information. I would where needed and will investigate Amthor, Chad Hart, Dawn Myers,
what type of funding is available also like to reinstate alumni scholar- cases involving violations of the stu- Jessica Jenness, Jeff Takacs,
and how to receive this funding ships and increase alumni support for dent body and university rules and Dominick Dubrasky, Jeff Herb,
Student Government events.
regulations.
Sunita Modani, Ben Mongioi,
will be part of my duties.

Stephanie Levinson

.F_reddy Cano

Michele Fernandez -

Intramural Sport Schedules
Spring 2000
Fall 1999
Aerobics

EVENT
Entr)'.'. Deadline
Comm. Baseball*
Jan 6
Aqua Aerobics
Jan 6
Comm. Vo1leyball*
UCF pool
Jan 10
3 on 3 Basketball
Monday - 5:30pm
Basketball Bonanza
Jan 18
Tuesday & Thursday
Tennis Doubles
Jan 20
12pm
Wiffleball
Jan 24
Racquetball Singles
Feb 1
· Track and Field Meet
Feb7
Aerobics
Feb7
Kickball
* Fee Based Community League
(beginner step,
Schick Super Hoops
Feb9
intennediate step, Power
Floor Hockey
Feb 14 step, combo with weights,
Summer2000
. Softball
Feb21
and kickboxing)
EVENT
Entr~ Deadl in·~
2 on 2 Sand Volleyball
Feb21
Fitness Center
Comm. Volleyball*
May 15
Disc Golf Scramble
Feb28
Monday~Friday
Tennis Singles
May 15
4 on 4 Flag Football
F~b28
lOam, l 2pm, 3pm,
Billiards
Comm. Tennis Singles*
Mar6 4:15pm, ~:30pm, 7:15pm, ·
May 15
3 on 3 Basketball
May 15
Wrestling
Mar27
8:30pm.
2 on 2 Sand Volleyball
May 15
Bowling
Mar27 Check Rec Services for
May 15
Golf
Mar27 specific times and days.
4 on 4 Flag Football
Golf Scramble
May22
Edge 4 on 4 Flag Football
Apr3
Entr)'.'. Deadline
Oct 21
Nov I
Nov4
Nov8
Nov 15
Nov 18

EVENT
Badminton
Volleyball
Tennis Singles "A"
Soccer
Bench Press
Tennis Singles "B"

Want to be an
aerobic instructor?
Sign up now for an Aerobic
and/or Kickboxing Instructor
Certification.
When:

October 23, 24
8am-5pm

What:

Aerobic and
Kick boxing
Certification

Who:

NDEITA/UCF
Recreation

Where:

Rec Svcs Rm 117

Cost:

$179plus books

Call 1-800-Aerobic to register

,,
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Rec Services Buil~ing Update

UCF Football

The 90,000+ sq ft building set to open Fall 2001

1999 Schedule

914
9/11
9/18
9125
10/2
10/16
10/2J
10/30
11/6
11/13
11/20

1

Purdue

L, 47-13

at Florida
at Georgia Tech
at Georgia

L, 58-27
L, 41-10
L, 24-23
W, 31-21
6pm
6pm
4pm
2pm
7pm
lpm

\

Eastern Illinois
Nicholls State
Lousiana Tech
Eastern Michigan
at Auburn
at Middle Tennessee St.

Bowling Green

'

t

Bold games indicates Home games.
All times subject to change.
UCF Home games are played at the Florida Citrus Bowl.

UCF is in the middle of planning for the $14 million building to
be constmcted beside the current Rec
Services building. Construction is set
to start in April or May 2000 and
should be finished in June or 200 I.
2 months will then be needed to furnish the building and it will be open
for the Fall semester of 2001.
Plans for Phase I include a
snackbar with an outdoor deck, administration offices and classrooms,
an indoor track overlooking four basketball courts, a climbing wall,
locker rooms, two racquetball courts,
weight room, aerobics and fitness
rooms, and a wellness center.
Mark Hall, director of the
Student Union, said, "This building
will be on the same level as other
nationally known recreational complexes."

I 0,000 square feet will be
devot~d to weight lifting alone, increasing
the current weightlifting
/
space by more than 500%.
In order to make room for the
new building, the varsity athletics
fields will be relocated to the area by
the UCF Arena. The baseball stadium
is currently under construction.
Phase II of the Recreational
Services building will double the
space provided by Phase I and will
provide an indoor pool, additional
aerobics and martial arts space, a
lounge, and much more. Plans for this
phase are still in the preliminary
stages so dates, costs, and specific
details are not available.
"I think it's awesome! I wish
it was already built," said sophomore
Christina Velez.
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